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VOLUME XXV.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1861.

NUMBER 10.

for the 5lh article of the amendments to the ^his it is which induces the absolute necessity invasion, the public safety mighj require it.’—
2d. If this should fail to bring about the re A Respectable Farmer Seized by an Ab»
Constitution expressly provides that no person °f expressing upon every commitment the res- Acting under the immediate influence of this in- sults so desirable to us, and so essential to the
olition Hob in Stark County.
“shall be deprived of life, liberty or property 8on for which it is made, that the Court npon a juetion, they must have felt, with peculiar force, best hopes of our country, then let a voluntary
We learn that on Monday, the 3d inst., Mr.
habeas
corpus
may
examine
into
its
validity,
and
the
obligation
of
providing
efficient
means
by
without due process of law ”—that is judicial
convention be called, composed of delegates
according to the circumstances of the case, may which this great Constitutional privilege should from the people of all the States, in which John Shaffer, a farmer living in this couuty, one
process.
discharge,
admit
to
bail,
or
remand
the
prisoner.
receive life and activity ; for if the means be not measures of peaceable udjutmeut may be de mile West of Strasburg, on the P., Ft, W. & C.
Aud even if the privilege of the writ of habeas
“ And yet early in the reign of Charles I, the in existence, the privilege itself would be lost al vised and adopted, and the nation rescued from R. R, was seized by a mob of soma fifteen per
corpus was suspeuded by act of Congress, and a
party not subject to the rules and articles of war Court of King's Bench, relying on some arbitrary though no law for its suspension should be enact the continued horrors aud calamities of civil sons, from Alliance and Mt. Union, and token
was afterward arrested and imprisoned by regm precedents, aud those perhaps misunderstood,) ed. Under the impression of this obligation war.
lar judicial proces, he could could not be detained determined that they would not, upon a habeas they give to all the Courts the power ot award
To our fellow citizens of the North, we desire to Alliance, about six miles distant. Mr. Sh&T
in prison or brought to trial before a military corpus, either bail or deliver a prisoner, though ing writs of habeas corpus."
to say, discard that sectional and unfriendly spirit, fer’s son, a lad ol fifteen, alarmed the neighbors,
And again, in page 101 :
manifested by teaching and action, which has a dozen’or two of whom soon 6taned lbr Alli
tribunal, for the article in the amendments to the committed without any cause assigned in case
“If any time the public safety should require contributed so much to inflame the feelings of ance, and rescued Mr. Shaffer from the grasp of
Constitution immediately following the one above he was committed by the special command of
referred to—that is, the sixth article—provides the Ring or by the Lords of the Privy council. the suspension of the powers ves ed by this act the Southern people, aud justly create apprehen the mobbites. It seems Mr. S. was iu his field at
work when he was beset aud takeu, lie haJ
that "in all Criminal prosecutions the accused This drew on a parlimentary inquiry, and pro in the Courts of the United States, it is for the sion on their part of irjury to them.
**«**»
been to Alliance mill, that forenoon, aud on his
shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial duced the Petition of Right—3d Charles I — Legislature to say so. That question depends on
To our fellow-citizens of the South we desire way, after passing Mt. Union, a citizen of that
by an impartial jury of the State and district which recites this illegal judgment, and enacts political considerations, on which the Legislature
wherein the crime shall have been committed; that no freeman hereafter shall be so imprisoned is to decide. Until the legislative will be expres to say : Though we have been greatly injured by place asked to ride. The Mouut Uuionite com
which district shall have been previously ascer or detained. But when in the following year sed, this Court can only see its duty, aud must your precipitate action we would not now re menced a political confab with Mr. 8., and it is
proach you as the cause of that injury, but we supposed Shaffer’s freedom of speech was not as
tained by law, and to be informed of the nature Mr. Selden and others were committed by the obey the law.” ,
I can add nothing to these clear and emphatic eutreat you to re-examiue the question of the all agreeable to the abolitionists thereabouts.-—
and cause of the accusation ; to be confronted Lords of the Council in pursuance of His Majes
necessity for such action) and if you find that it The abolitionists of all phases aud of every hue
with the witnesses against him ; to have compul ty’s special command, uuder a general charge of words of my great predecessor.
But the documents before me show that the has beeu taken without due consideration, as we at Alliance and Mt. Union, have been molested
sory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, ‘notable contempts, and stirring up sedition
aud to have the assistance of counsel for his de against the King and the government,’ the judges military authority in this cause has gone far be verily bulieve, and ihat the evils you apprehend in the utterance of their disunion views. A
delayed for two terms (including also the long yond the mere suspension of the privilege of the from a continuance in the Union were neither few yeaas ago a petition was sent from Mt. Uuion
fense?,’
And the only power, therefore, which the Pres vacation) to deliver an opiuion how far ouch a writ of kabeus corpus. It has, by force of arms, so great nor so unavoidable as you supposed, or to the Legislature, praying that Ohio secede
ident possesses, where the "life, liberty or prop charge was bailable. And when at length they thrust aside the judicial authorities aud officers that Congress is willing to grant adequate se from the Union! It was signed by *>ome forty ot
erty ” of a private citizen is concerned, is the agreed that it was, they, however, annexed a to whom the Constitution has confided the power curities, then we pray you to return promptly to fifty persons, some of whom, we are happy to
power and duty prescribed in the third section condition of finding sureties for their good be and duty of interpreting and administering the vour connection with us, that wo in ay be, in the say, are yet alive, and are now shouting “ Union
of the second article, which requires “ that he havior, which still protracted their imprisonment, laws, aud snbitituted a military officers ; for at future, as we have been in the past, one great, and war.”
When the neighbors of Mr. Shaffer, led on by
shall take care that the laws be faithfully exe the Chief Justice, Sir Nichols Hyde, at the same the time these proceedings were had against powerful and prosperous uation.
cuted.” He is not authorized to execute them time declaring that ‘if they were again remanded John Merryman, the District Judge of Maryland
Indications have been afforded that a Divine the stalwart form of John Steel, Esq., entered
himself, or through agents or officers civil or mil for that cause perhaps the Court would not afi the Commissioner appointed under the act of power is ready to interpose and prevent brethren Esquire John Ellison’s office, at Aliiauce where
itary, appointed by himself, but he is to take terward grant a habeas corpus, being already Congress—the District Attorney and the Marshal from slaughtering each other. While the bom the mob had taken their prisoner, the aoolitioaistu
care that they are faithfully carried into excution, made acquainted with the cause of the impris all resided in this city of Baltimore, a few miles bardment of Fort Sumter continued, no life was wilted, and Mr. S. soon lelt for home with his
as they are expounded and adjudged by the co onment.’ But this was heard with indignation only from the home of the prisoner.
lost. When a Providential interposition was no friends. Mr. S. is a quiet and peaceable man,
Up to that time there had never been the longer needed to prevent the effusion of blood ia below the medium size. If these cowardly outr
ordinate branch of the Government, to which and astonishment by every lawyer present, ac
that duty is assigned by the Constitutiou. It is cording to Mr. Selden’s own account of the mat slightest rsistance or obstruction to the process of civil strife, several lives were lost in the perform rages are continued in Stark county, we assure
thus made his duty to come in aid of the judi ter, whose resentment was not cooled at the dis- any court or judicial officer of the United States ance of a mere ceremony. We would invoke those countenancing and participating therein)
in Maryland; except by the military authority. the presence and aid of that Power to preserve that we shall not be able long to say. us did
cial authority if it shall be resisted by a force too tancejof four aud twenty years.
It is worthy of remark that the offences char And if a military officer or any other person had our fellow-citizens, on both sides, from slaughter, President Lincoln, “nobody is hurt."—Stark
strong to be overcome without assistance of the
Executive arm. But in exercising this power ged against the prisoner in this case, and relied reason to believe that the prisoner had commit and we would commit the interests of our dis Co. Democrat.
he acts, in subordination to judicial authority, on as a justification for his arrest and imprison ted any offense against the laws of the United tracted country to His hands who can bring forth
Judge Advocate—Hon. M- Welker.
assisting it to execute it<s process and enforce its ment, in their nature and character, and in the States, it was his duty to give information of the peace and order out of strife and confusion when
loose and vague manner iu which they are sta fact, and the evidence to support it, to the District man’s wisdom utterly fails.
judgments.
IIou. Martin Welker has been appointed Judgw
With such provisions in the Constitution, ex ted, bear a striking resemblance to those as Attorney; and it would then have become the
J. J. CRITTENDEN, President. Advocate at Camp Deuuison, with the rank of
pressed in language too clear to be misunder sign d iu the warraut for the arrest of Mr. Selden. duty of that officer to bring the matter before the
JAS. GUTHRIE,
Major. Persons who do not understand the dastood by any one, I can. gee no ground whatever And yet, even at that day, the warrant was re District Judge or Commissioner, and if there
H. R. GAMBLE,of Missouri,
ties and responsibilities cf the office may consid
for supposing that the President, in any emer garded as such a flagrant violation of the rights was sufficient legal evidence to justify an arrest,
er it of vast consequence, judging from the title.
WM. A. HALL.
gency, or in any3 state of things, ean authorize of the subject, that the delay of tha timeisefving the Judge orJCOmmissioner would have issued a
J. B. HENDERSON, “
The duties of a Judge Advocate are to keep re
the suspension of the privilege of the writ of ha judges to set him at liberty dpon tha habeas cor. warrant to the Marshal to arrest him ; and upon
cords, or act as clerk, in case of Court martial, to
WM. G. POMEROY, “
beas coipus, or arrest a citizen, except in aid of pus, issued in his behalf excited universal indig the hearing of the party, would have held him to
and report the doings of the Court martial to the
R. K. WILLIAMS,
the judicial power. He certainly does not faith nation at the bar. The extract from Hallam’s bail, or committed him for trial, according to the
commanding officer for his examination. The
ARC'D DIXON,
fully execute the laws, if he takes upon himself Constitutional History is equally impressive and character of the offense as it appeared in the
F. M. BRISTOW.
Judge Advocate is a clerk; nothing more.
testimony, or would have discharged him imme
legislative power by suspending the writ of ha equally in point. It is in vol. 4, p 14 ;
Judge We-ker being a good clerk, is well quali
JOSHUA F. BELL,
” It is a very common mistake, aud, not only diately if there was not sufficient evideuce to sup
fied for the position. The rank is what regulates
beas corpus—and the judicial power also, by ar
C. A. WICKLIFFE,
resting and imprisoning a person without due among foreigners, but many from whom some port the accusation.
the salary of a Major being $175 per month)
G. W. DUNLAP,
There was no danger of any obstruction or re
process of law. Nor can any argument be drawn knowledge of our constitutional laws might be
and Judge Welker being assigned a Major’s rank
J. F. ROBINSON.
from the nature of sovereignty, or the necessities expected ; to suppose that this statute of Charles sistance to the action of the civil authorities, and
will draw a Major’s pay. There ia seldom a
JOHN B. HUSTON,
of government for self-defense in times of tumult II enlarged in a great degree our liberties, and therefore no reason whatever for the interposition
Judge Advocate with the regular army, his ser
ROBERT RICHARDSON,
and danger. The Government of the United forms a sort of epoch iu their history. But of the military. And yet, uuder these circum
vices are not often required, aud any person
JOHN CALDWELL, of Team
Slates is one of the delegated and limited powers. though a very beneficial enactment, and eminent stances, a military officer, stationed in Pennsyl
called upon by the Court-martial may perform
It derives its existence and authority altogether ly remedial in many cases of illegal imprisonment, vania, without giving any information to the Dis
the duties; hence they are usually dispensed
Jefferson's “Firs Bell in the Night.”
from the Constitution, and neitherof its branches it introduced no new principle, nor conferred trict Attorney, and without auy application to
with.—The only use a Judge Advocate is of at
Executive. Legislative, or Judicial, can exercise any right upon the suhject. From the earliest the judicial authorities, assumes to himself the
Camp Dennison ia to draw from the State Treas
He foretells the Present Crisis.
judicial
power
in
the
District
cf
Maryland
;
un

any of t e powers of Government beyond those records of the English law no freeman could be
ury $2,100 a year. Governor Dennison made
specified aud granted. For the tenth article of detained iu prison except upou a criminal charge, dertakes to decide what constitutes the crime ol
the appointment for the same purpose that he
Nothing
in
the
writings
of
the
sages
of
the
the amendment to the Constitution, in express or conviction, or for a civil debt. In the former reason or rebellion ; what evidence (if, indeed,
has mads huudreds of others ; viz: to give posi
revolution,
confil
be
more
painfully
interesting
terms, provides that "the powers not delegated case it was always in his power to demand of he reqaired any) is sufficient to support the ac
tions io political favorites.—Holmes Co. Farmer.
to the United Slates by the Constitution, nor pro the Court of King’s Bauch a writ habeas corpus cusation and justify the commitment, and com at this eventful period in our nation’s history,
hibited by it to the States, are reserved to the ad subjiciendum directed to the person detaining mission the party without having a hearing even than the following extracts from leU=F3 written
him in custody, by which he was enjoined to before himself to close custody iu a stroDgly gar
clause is by its words carefully confined to the States respectively, or to the people.”
May his light shine
fort, to be ihere held, it wcSuld seem, du- by Thomas Jeffersan at the period when the
...
. .
specific objects before enumerated. But as this | Indeed, the security against imprisonment by bring up th; b d . of th
As bright as inine,
Nortn first insisted, contrary to the consent of
hmikutien wag unavoidably gaiaewbat •iadrfitrttep f^feCiitive^-iUiLELixity, prvvi«k-d 4br i-rr the fifth ar rant of-cum mi t meat that the Court might judge riuar the pleasure of those who committed him.
Till in the Hue
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
The Constitution provided, as I have before the South, to exclude slavery from certain por
lie’ll blaze,
it was deemed necessary to guard more ,-ffidu ticle of the amendmenis of the Constitution, of its sufficiency and remand the party, admit
And raise
ally certain great cardinal principles essential to which I have before quoted, is nothing more than him to bail, or discharge him, according to the said, that "do person shall be deprived of life, tions of the common territory of the Uuion.
The glory of bis corps,like a bowld sojer hoy. me liberty of the cirizsus, and to the rights and a copy of a like provision in the English Consti nature of the charge. This writ issued of right liberty or property, Without due process of iaw.”
[No. 92.]
AN ACT
Auy man who supposes that Jefferson, because Prescribing the Rates of Taxation for State purposes
t-qnali ty.of the State, by denying to Congress, tution, which had been firmly established before and could not bo refused by the Court. It was It declares that "the rignt of the people to be se
and
to
limit
the
levy
of Local Taxa3 for the year
he
had
favored
the
ordinance
of
1783,
would
not to bestow an immuuity from arbitrary im cure in their persons, houses, papers aud effects,
in express terms any power of legislating over the Declaration of Independence.
1861.
THE HfiftltfllJUV CASE. them. It was apprehended, it seems, that such
Blackstone, in his Commentaries, (1st vol., prisonment, which is abundantly provided for iu- against unreasonable searches and seizures, have supported a similar policy, under different
1. Tie it enneted by the General Aetcmbly
Charia, (if indeed it were not more an shall not be violated, and no warrant shall issue circumstances, in after years, will see by the fol of Section
legistion might be attempted under the pretext 137,) states it in the following words:
the State of Ohio, That there shall he levied tor
OPINION CHIEF JUSTICE TANEY.
" To make imprisonment lawful, it must be cient.) that the statute of Charles II was enact but upon probable cause, supported by oath or
that it was necessary and proper to carry into
the
year
1861,
in lieu of the taxes now authorized by
lowing extracts written during the Missouri ques
law for tho purpose herein cnfiued, on eaoh dollar of
execution the powers granted ; and it was deter either by process from the Courts of Judicature ed, but t.o cut off the abuses by which the Gov or affirmation, and partiicularly desreribing the
tion
in
1820,
how
widely
he
is
mistaken
:
The following is the opinion in the habeas cor- mined that there should be no room to doubt, ■ or by warrant from some legal officer having au ernment’s lust of power and the servile subtlety the place to be searched, and the persons or
the taxable property, for the ordinary expenses of
‘T thank you, dear sir, for the informtion in the state government, including tho exponses of the
pus case of John Merryman, filed by Chief Jus where rights of such vital importance were con thority to commit to prison.” And the people of of Crown lawyers had impaired so fundamental things to be seized.” It provides that the party
public
benevolent institutions and other charges ou
accused shall be eutitled to a speedy trial iu a your favor of the 4th inst., of the settlement of
.
.
tice Taney of the-Supreme Court of the United cerned, aud accordingly this clause is immedi the United Colonies, who had themselves lived a privilege.”
general revenue, one and fjur-tenths mills on
the present Missouri question. I was so com the
under its protection while they were British sub
While the value set upon the the writ Eng court of justice.
ately
followed
by
an
enumeration
of
certain
dollar.
States, in “the Circuit Court of the United States
And these great and fundamental laws, which pletely withdrawn from all attention to public theSec.
subjects, to which the powers of legislation shall jects, were well awate of the necessity of this land Las been so great that the removal of the
2. That for the year 1S61, the levy of local
for the fourth circuit ill anti for Marylaud Dis not extend j and the great importance which the safeguard of their personal liberty. And no one abuses which embarassed its enjoyments have Congress itself could not- suspend, have been matters, that nothing less could rouse me thau taxes
on tho dollar valuation of property subject to
trict t ”
framers of the Constitutiou attached to the priv can believe that in framing a government in beenjlooked upon as almost a new grant of lib disregarded and suspended, like the writ of ha the definition of a geographical question, which, taxation for the soveral purposes hereinafter named
Ex parte John Merrymcnl. Before the Chief ilege of the writ of habeas corpus to protect the tended to guard still more efficiently the rights erty to the subject, it is not to be wondered at beas corpus, by a military order, supported by on an abstract principle, is to become, the line of shall not exceed the following rates, anything in auy
■Justice of the Supreme Court of the United liberty of the citizen, is proved by the fact that aud the liberties of the citizens against execu that the continuance of the writ thus made effec force.of arni3. Such is the case now before mt, separation of these Slates, and render desperate law to the contrary notwithstanding.
COUNTY TAXES.
States, at Chambers.—The application in this its suspension, except in cases of invasion and tive encroachment and oppression, they would tive should have bee.n the object of the most and I can only say, that if the authority whicb'the the hope that men can ever enjoy the blessings
For all county expenses, road, bridge and poor
ca»e for a writ of kabeus corpus is made to me rebellion, is first in the list of prohibited powers, have conferred on the President a power which jealous care. Accordingly, no power in England Constitution has confided to the Judiciary De of peace aud self government. The question
under the 14th section of the judiciary act of and even in these cases the power is denied, and the history of England had proved to be danger short of that of Parlament can suspend or author- partment and Judicial officers, may thus, upon sleeps for the present, but is not dead.”—Letter purposes included, on such portion of the valuation
does no, exeeed one million of dollars, eight mills;
1780, which renders effectual for the citizen the its exercise prohibited, unless the public safety ous and oppressive in the bands of the Crown, ve the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus. any pretext or uuder auy circumstances be usurp of Thos. Jefferson, to H. Kelson, dated Monti as
and on such portion as exceeds this sum, two and one
Constitutional privilege of the habeas corpus.— shall require it. It is true that in the cases and which the people of England bad compelled I quote again from Blackstone (1 Comm., 136 :j ed by the military power at its discreation, the cello, March 1, 1820.
half mills.
“Although I had laid down, ns a law to myself,
That act gives to the courts of the United States^ mentioned Congress is of necessity, the judge of it to surrender after a long and obstinate strug “But the happiness of our Constitution is, that people of the United States are no longer living
SCHOOL TAXES.
as well as to each Justice of the Supreme Court, whether the puolic safety does or does not require gle on the part of the English executive to usurp is not left to the executive power to determine under a government of laws, but every citizen never to write, talk or even think of politics—to
For the payment of teachers, purchase of fuol, rel
_
___ affairs
__ —__
when the danger of the State is so great as to holds life, libefty and property at the will and khow nothing of
public
and, ________
therefore pairs
and io every District Judge power to grant writs it; and their judgment is conclusive. But the aud retain it.
ot school buildings, and all general and inci
The right of the subject to the benefit of writ render this measure expedient. It is the Parlia pleasure of the army officer in whose military had ceased to read newspapers, yet the Missouri dental expenses fol the maintenance of schools, ex-of habeas corpus tor the purpose of an inquiry introduction of these words is a standing adnioion to the legislative body
of the danger of ! «t habeas
corpus,
it must be irecollected, was one ment only, or legislative power, that, whenever district he may happen to be found.
question aroused and filled me with alarm. The cept for the purchase of sites and the erection of~~
into the cause of commitment. The petition nit
............... j- _r. ...j -r.L,
.e.,
it,Q
«ni,.i. .sf
In such a case ray duty was too plain to be □Id schism of Federal and Republican threaten school buildings, three mills.
was presented to me at Washington, under the suspending it, aud of the extreme caution they oi the great points of controversy duriug the it sees proper, can authorize the Crown, by sus
PROVISO.
impression that I would order the prisoner to be should execise before they give the Government long Struggle in Englaud between arbitrary gov pending the habeas corpus for a short and limit mistaken. I have exercised all the power which ed nothing, because it extended into every
It is hereby expressly provided that the above lim-,
brought before me there, but as he was confiutd of the United States such power over the liberty ernment and free institutions, and must therfore ed time, to imprison suspected -persons without the Constitutiou and laws confer on me; but State, and uuited them by the fraternization of
have strongly attracted the attention of states giving any reasons for 60 doing.” Aud if the that power has beeu resisted by a force too strong party ; but the coincidence of a marked principle, Rations shall not include any levies required to be
in Fort McHeury.at the city of Baltimore, which of a citizen.
to pay tho principal or interest on the funded
It is the second articles of the Constitution men engaged in framing a new and, as they sup President of the United States may suspend the for me tq overcome. It is possible that the offi moral aud political, with a geographical line made
is iu my circuit, 1 resolved to hear it in the latter
debt or other existing debts of auy couuty or school
cer
who
has
incurred
this
grave
responsibility
posed,
a
freer
government
than
the
one
which
writ,
then
the
Constitution
of
the
United
States
once
conceived,
I
feared
would
never
more
be
ob
that
provides
for
the
organization
of
the
Execu

city, as obedience to the writ, under such circum
district, now so as to prevent the couuty commission,
stances, would not withdraw General Cadwalla- tive Department, aud enumerates the pdwers they had thrown off by the revolution. For from has conferred upon him more regal aud absolute may have misunderstood his instructions, and literated from the mind ; that it would be recur ers from levying any tax authorized by law to pro-,
exceeded
the
authority
intended
to
be
given
him.
the
earliest
history
of
the
Common
Law,
if
a
power
over
the
liberty
of
the
citizen
than
the
ring
ou
every
occasion
and
irritation,
until
it
conferred
ou
it,
and
prescribes
its
duties.
And
vide for expenses arising out of the military opera
der, who had him in charge, from the limits of
if the high power over the liberty of the citizens person was iraprisohed—no matter by what au people of England have thought it safe to intrust I shall therefore order all tha proceedings in would kindle.such mutual and moral hatred as tions of the country ; but such levies may bo in addi?
bis military command.
tion to the limitations of this act.
this
case,
with
ray
opinion,
to
be
filed
and
recor

thority
—
he
had
a
right
to
the
writ
of
habeas
to
the
Crown
—
a
power
which
the
Queen
of
Eng

now
claimed
wa3
intended
to
be
conferred
on
would
render
separation
preferable
to
eternal
The petition presents the following case : The
Sec. 10. This act shall take effect on Its pas
petitioner resides iu Maryland, in Baltimore the President it would undoubtedly be found in corpus to bring his case before the King’s Bench; land can not exercise at this day, and which could ded in the Circuit Court of the United States for discord. I have been ihe most sanguine in be sage.
County. While peaceably in his own house with plain words iu this article. But there is not a and if no specific offense was charged against not have been lawfully exercised py the sovereign, the District of Maryland, and direct the Clerk to lieving that our Uniou would be of long duration.
F. HITCHCOCK,' ,
transmit a copy, u‘nde,r seal, to the President of I cow doubt it much and see the event at no
his family, he was, at two o’clock on the morn* word in it that can furnish the slightest ground him in the warraut of commitment, he was en even in the reign of Charles I.
titled to be forthwith discharged ; and if the of
But I am not left to form my judgment upon the United States. It will then remain for that great diatduee, as the direct consequences of Speaker pro tom. of tho House of Representative^.
ing of the 25th ol May, 1861, entered by an to justify the exercise of the power.
JAMES
MONROE,
The article begins by declaring that the Exec fense was charged which was bailable in its this great question from analogies between the high officer, in fulfillment of his Constitutional this question, not by the line which has been so
Prerddont pro tern, of the Senate.'
armed force professing to act uuder military or
obligation,
“
to
take
care
that
the
laws
be
faith

character;
the
court
was
bound
to
set
him
at
lib

English
Government
and
our
own,
or
the
com

confidently counted on—the laws of nature con
Passed .May 13, 1561.
ders. He was then compelled to rise from his utive power shall be vested in a President of the
fully executed,” to determine what measures he
bed, taken into custody and conveyed to Fort United States of America, to hold his office du erty on bail. And the most exciting contests mentaries of Euglish jurists, or the decisions of will take to cause the civil process of the Uuited trol this—but by the Potomac, Ohio, Missouri,
between
the
Crown
and
the
people
of
England;
English courts, although upon this subject they
AN ACT
or, more probably, the Mississippi, upward to [No. 03.]
McHenlry, where he is imprisoned by the com ring the term of four years; aud then proceeds
States to be respected and enforced.
our northern boundary. My only support and To prevent tho sale of intoxicating liquors in the ri»
manding officer, without warrant from any law to prescribe the mode of election and to specify from the time of Magna Cbarta, were iu relation are entitled to the highest respect, and are justly
cinity
of camps.
R.
B.
TANEY.
confidence is, that I shall not live to see this ;
n precise and plain words the powers delegated to the privileges of this writ, in relation to the regarded and received as authoritive by our
ful authority;
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Aeeembly
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United and I envy not the present generation the glory
privileges
of
this
writ,
and
they
continued
until
courts
of
justice.
To
guide
me
aright
conclu

to
him
and
the
duties
imposed
upou
him.
And
The commander of the fort, General George
of the State of Ohio, That no person shall sell or ex
. States.
of throwing away the fruits of their father’s sac- pose for sale, or otherwise disposo of in any way, ot
Cadwallader, by whom he is detained in confine the short term for which he is elected, and the the passage of the statute of 31st Charles II, sion; I hive the Commentaries on the Constitu
commonly
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great
habeas
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United
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fortunes,
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of
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which
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power
is
confined,
at- any place or at or within the distance of two miles
ment, in his return to the writ, does not deny any
Story, not only one of the most eminent jurists
perate the experiment which was to decide ulti of any military camp in this State, any intoxicating,
of the facts alleged in the petition. He states show the jealousy aud apprehensions of future act.
Address of the Border Convention.
This statute put an end to the struggle and of the age, but for a long time one of the bright
liquor ; nor shall any person be allowed to keen any
that the prisoner was arrested by order of Gen danger which the framers of the Constitution felt
The Missouri Republican of Friday publishes mately whether man is capable of self-goven- shop, booth, tent, wagon, ar outer carriage, vessel of
eral Keim ; of Pennsylvania, and conducted as in relation to that department of the Government, finally and firmly secured the liberty of the sub est ornaments of the Supremo Court of the Uni the address of the Border State Convention to ment. Th.e treason against human hope will boat, or auy stand or table, for the sale of any spiri
signalize their epoch in future history as the
a prisoner to Fort McHenery by his order, and and how cafefulliy they withheld from it many of ject from the usurpation and oppression of the ted States; find algo the clear and authoritive
tuous or other intoxicating liquors at any snob
and placed In his (General Cadwallader’s) cus the powers belonging to the Executive branch executive branch of the government. It never decision of that court itself, given more than the people of the United States, from which we counterpart of the model of their predecessors.” camp, or within the distance of two miles pf th#
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no
new
right
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subject,
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Jefferson
to
Win.
Short,
April
13,
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make a few extracts, as follows :
of the English Government, which were consid
same.
tody to be there detained by him a a prisoner.
“I had for a long time ceased to read news
Sec. 2. The provisions of the first section of this
A copy of the warrant, or order, under which ered as dangerous to the liberty of the subject, but only secured a right already existing ; for, ing thb principles I have above stated.
We desire to remind you that you are contend
Mr. Justice Srory, speaking in his commenta ing about a question of priuciple upon which wo papers or pay any auy attention to public affairs, act shall not be construed to prevent persons in a
the prisoner was arrested, was demanded by his and conferred. (aud that iu clear and specific although the right could not be justly denied,
city
or village from carrying on any trade or busi.
counsel, and refused. And it is not alleged in terms) those powers only which were deemed there was often no effectual remedy against its ries of the habeas corpus clause iu the Constitu would fain believe that you are on each side con confident they were iu good hands, and content
Dess now authorized by law, at their regular placex
to
be
a
passenger
in
our
bark,
to
the
shore
from
,
the return that any specific act. constituting an essential to secure the successf ul operation of the violation. Until the statute of the 13ta of Wil tion, says:
vinced that yon are right. It id no longer a
business. Any person found guilty of committing
liam III the judges held their offices at the
“ It is obvious that cases of a peculiar emer question of party politics, no longer a question which I am uot distant. But this momentous of
offense against the laws of the United States, Government.
a breach of the provisions of this act shall forfeit and
He is elected, as I have already said, for the pleasure of the king aud the influence which he gency may arise, which may justify, nay, even about the right to hold slave in Territories, or [slavery restriction] question, like a fire-bell in pay for every such offense a fine not. less than ten.
has been charged against him upon oath ; bni he
appears to have been arrested upou general brief term of four years, and is made personally exertpd over timid time-serving aud partisan require, the temporary suspension of any right to to retake them when they escape ; the question the night, awakened and filled me with terror. dollars nor more than one hundred dollars into th»
charges of treason and rebellion, without proof, resp nsible, by impeachment, for malfeasance iu judges often induced them, upou some pretext the writ. But as it has frequently happened in now to be settled is, whether we shall live in the I considered it at once the death-knell of the treasury ol'tbe proper township, for the use of oom.
and without giving the names of the witnesses, office. He is from necessity aud the nature of or another, to refuse to discharge the party, al foreign countries, and even in England, that the same Uuiou as formerly, or whether our fathers Union. It is hushed, indeed, for the moment, rnou schools; and any sheriff, coroner, constable, ju#»
or specifying the acts, which in the judgment of his duties the Commahder-iu Chief of the Army though he was entitled to it by law, or delayed writ lias upon various pretexts and occasion, formed a government upon such principles that but this is a respite only, not a final sentence. tice of the peace of the proper county, or a commis
officer of the volunteer militia of this State
the military officer, constituted these crimes.— aud Navy, and of the militia, when called into their decisions from time to time, so as to pro been suspeuded, whereby persons apprehended any one State may, at her own pleasure, without A geographical lino, coinciding with a marked sioned
shall, upou view, without warrant, apprehend any
And having the prisoner thus in custody upon actual service. But no appropriation for the sup long the imprisonment of those who were obuox- upon suspicion have suffered a iong imprison the couseut of the others, and without responsi principle, moral and political, ouce conceived person so offending, and seize all such liquors and
these vague and unsupported accusations, he re port, of the Army can be made by Congress for ious to the king for their political opinions, or ment, sometimes from design, and sometimes bility to any humau power, withdraw from her aud held up to the augry passions of meu, will the utensils or furniture containing the tame, and,
fuses to obey the writ of habeas corpus, upon the a longer term than two years, so that it is in the bad incured his resentment in any other way.
because they were forgotten, the right to suspeud connection with the Government and claim to never be obliterated, and every new irritation convey them before some justice of the peace oj
ground that he is duly authorized by the President power of the succeeding House of Representa
The great, aud inestimable value of the habeas it is expressly confined to cases of rebellion or be sovereign as a separate uation. It will be will mark it deeper and deeper.” — Letter ol imiynr within the county aud such justice or mayor,
tives to withhold the appropriation for its support co’rpus act of the 31st Charles II, is that it con invasion, where the public safety may require it.
to suspend it.
Thos. Jefferson to John Hclmas, April 20, 1820. upon couiplaiDt, under oath, of the officer so appro,
bending, or otherwise filing information, shall issue
The case, then, is simply this. A military of and thus disband it, if in their judgment the tains provisions which Compel courts and judges, A very just and wholesome restraint, which cuts readily seen that this, as a question of principle,
his warraut of arrest, which shall bo served by any
ficer, residing in Pennsylvania, issues an order President used or designed to use it for improper and all parties concerned, to perforin their duties down at a blow a fruitful means of oppression, is not affected by the number of States that have
of the officers herein authorised to make arrests, and
The Flight cf the Rebels.
to arrest a citizen of Maryland, upon vague and purposes. And although the militia, when in promptly, in the manner specified in the statute- capable of being abused in bad times to the withdrawn. It would have been well if this
proceed to inquire into the t ruth oi such aconeation,.
question
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in
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other
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ashington
,
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actual
service,
are
Under
bis
command,
yet
the
indefinite charges, with any proof, so far as ap
A passage in Blackstone’s Commentaries, worst of purposes. Hitherto no suspension of
and if found true shall proceed to bind the offender
The news of the evacuation of Harper's Ferry in
such amount, not exceoding five hundred dollars,
pears. Under thi3 order his house is entered in appointment of the officers is reserved for the showing the ancient state of the law upou thia the writ had ever beeu authorized by CoDgress mode than by a resort to war; but it may be
that
nothing
but
a
divine
interposition
now
can
created
much
excitement
and
surprise
to-da
.
a.
ho shall deem proper, to answer at the next regu.
States,
as
a
security
against
the
use
of
the
mili

subject, and the abused which were practiced since tie establishment of the Constitution. It
the night; he is seized as a prisoner and conveyed
determine
it
by
other
means.
A
war
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6uch
Though
the
first
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uot
credited,
lar
term of the court of common pleas of the proper,
tary
power
for
purposes
dangerous
to
the
liberties
through
the
power
and
influence
of
the
Crown,
to Fort McHenry, and there kept in close con
seem, us the power is given to Congress a question ought uot to produce any higher ex subsequent dispatches and special couriers couuty, to be proceeded with by indictment, the fine
and a short extract from Hallam’s Constitution would
finement. And when a habeas corpus is served of the people or the rights of the States.
to suspend the writ of habeas corpus in cases of
and costs to be collected as in ocher criminal case* :
on the commanding officers, requiring him to
So, too, his power in relation to the civil duties al History, stating the circumstances which gave rebellion or invasion, that the right to judge asperation or excite any greater degree of ani brought information to the department, confirm Provided, that if such offender 6hall plead guilty,
produce the prisioner before a Justice of the and authority necessarily conferred on him are rise to the passage of this statute, explain briefly ; whether the exigency bad arisen, must exclusive mosity than is iucideut to all wars. In the ing the rumor but giving no details. It is the such justice or mayor ihaii affix the penalty and pro
meantime let the spirit of humauity and of the general belief that the retreat of tire troops, from
Supreme Court, in order that he may examine carefully restricted as well as those belonging to but fully, all that Is material to this subject.
belong to that body.” 3 Story’s Com. on the high civilization of the age, strip this war of that point is to Manassass Junction, trom whence ceed to judgment, and ia euch case he shall iinmedl-Blackstone, in his Commentaries on the Laws ly
ately issue au execution against the pro; erty and
into the legality of the imprisonment, the answer his military character. Ha can not appoint the
Constitution,
section
1,336.
the horrors that generally attend such civil an attack on the Federal forces is anticipated. body of the defendant for the fine and costs, unlcs*
of the officer is that ho is authorized bv the ordinary officers of Government, nor make a of England, 3d vol., 133-134, says r
And
Chief
Justice
Marshall,
in
delivering
the
With
the
present
number
of
rebel
troops
in
paid or scoured, and said defendant shall not be dis.
strife.
“ To assert an absolute exemption from im opinion of the supreme Court in the case of ex
President to suspend the writ of habeas corpus treaty with a foreign nation, or Indian tribe, with
i that locality they may etop at nothing. This charged until the same are so paid or secured.
at his discretion, and, in the exercise of that dis out the advice and consent of the Senate, and prisonment in all cases, is inconsistent with ev parte Bollman and Swartwout, uses this decisive
bee. 3. This act shall take effect frocu *.te
We venture to suggest, for your consideration i movement confirms oiauv here in the prevailing
cretion, suspends it in thia gase, and on that can not appoint even inferior officers, unless ho ery idea of law and political society, and in the language in 4 Cranch, 95: “ It may be worthy
action, two specific propositions as most i impression that a decided stand will be ni&oe by passage.
is authorized by an act of Congress to do so.— end would destroy all civil liberty, by rendering of remark that this act (speaking of the one un and
ground refuses obedience to the writ.
likelv to lead to cacificatinn
!
rebels on the extreme eastern boruer of v irP. HITCHCOCK,
likely
pacification :•
As the case comes before me, therefore, I un lie is now empowered to arrest any one charged its protection impossible.
tier which 1 am proceeding) was passed by the
giuia, in the vicinity of Washington ; while, on Speaker pro tem. of the Uutiaa of Represents
1st,
That
Congress
shall
at
once
propose
such
with
an
offense
against
the
United
States,
and
derstand that the President not only claims the
“ But the glory of the English law consists in first Congress of the United States, sitting under constitutional amendments as will secure to slave the other hand, the concentration of all the rebels
tlves.
right to suspend the writ of habeas corpus him whom he may, from the evidence before him, clearly defining the times, the causes and the a Constitution which had declared ‘that the priv holders their legal rights, and allay their appre forces at Manassas is construed into a threaten
JAMES MONROE,
self, at bis discretion, bat to delegate that dis believe to be guilty, nor can he authorize any extent, when, wherefore, and to what degree the ilege of the writ of habeas corpus should not be hensions in regard to possible encroachments in ing attitude against Washington, and promising
President pro tom. of »b« eenatej
cretionary power to a military officer, and to officer, civil or military, to exercise this power, imprisonment of the subject may be lawful.— suspended, unless, when, in case of rebellion or the future,
Passed Mav 13, 1S<51.
ar, early attack on this city.
Jfye ftff. Jjel’qoo Jktyoctqiic Ssnpelr leave it to him to determine whether he will or
will not obey judicial process that may be served
IS PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY MORNING,
upon him.
BY JL. HARPER.
No official notice has been given to the Courts
of Justice, or to the public, by proclamation, or
Office in Woodward’s Block, Third Story otherwise, that the President claimed this power,
TERMS—Two Dollars per annum, payable in ad- and had exercised it in the manner stated in the
vanoe; $2,50 within six months ; $3,00 after the ex return. And I certainly listened to it with some
surprise, for I had supposed it to be one of those
piration of the year.
points of constitutional law upon which there
was no difference of opinion, and that it was ad
initted ou all hands that the privilege of the writ
could not be suspended, except by act of Con
gress.
When the conspiracy of which Aaron Burr
THE BOWED SOJER BOY.
was the head became so formidable, and was so
extensively ramified as to justify, in Mr. Jeffer
J3Y SAMUEL LOVER.
son’s opinion, the suspension of the writ he
claimed, on his part, no power to suspend it, but
I.
communicated his opinion to Congress, with all
0 there’s hot a trado that’s going,
the proofs in his possession, in order that Congress
Worth showing,
Or knowing,
might execise its discretion upon the subject,
Liko that from glory growing,
and determine whether the public safety required
For a bowld sojer boy;
it. And in the debate which took place upou
Where right or left wo go,
the subject no one suggested that Mr. Jefferson
Sure you know.
might exercise the power himself, if, in his opin
Friend or ioe
ion, the public safety required it.
Will have the hand or toe.
Having therefore regarded the question as too
From a bowld sojer boy !
There’s not a tcwn we inarch thro',
plain and too well settled to be open to dispute,
But the ladies, looking arch thro’,
if the commanding officer had stated that upon
The window-panes, will search thro’
his own resposibility, and in the exercise of his
The ranks to find their joy;
discretion he refused, obedience to the writ. I
While up the street,
should have contented myself with referring to
Each girl you meet,
the claase in the Constitutiou, and to the con
With looks so sly,
struction it received from every jurist and states
Will cry
“ My eye!
man of that day, when the case of Burr was be
Oh, isn't he a darling, the bowld sojer boy !
fore them. But being thus officially notified
that the writ has been suspended under the order,
and by the authority of the President, and be*
lieving, as I do, that the President has exercised
But when we get the route,
a power which he does not possess uuder the
How they pout
Constitution, a proper respect for the high office
And they shout
While to the right about
he fills requires me to state plainly and fully the
Goes the bowld sojer boy.
grounds of my opinion, ia order to show that I
Oh, *tis then that ladies fair
have not ventured to question the legality of this
In despair
act without a careful and deliberated examina
Tear their hair,
tion of the whole subject.
But "‘the divil-a-one I care,"
The clause in the Constitution which author
Says iho bowtl sojer boy!
For the world is all before us,
izes the suspension of the privilege of the writ
Where the landladies adore us ;
- '
of habeas corpus is the ninth section of the first
And uoar refuse to score us,
article.
But ohalk us up with joy :
This article is devoted to the legislative de
We taste her tap,
partment of the United States, and has not the
We tear her cap—
slightest reference to the Executive Department.
“Oh that’s the chap
It begins by providing “ that all legislative pow
For mo ! ”
Says she;
ers therein granted shall be vested iu a Congress
'“Oh, isn’t he a darling, the bowld sojer boy !’ of the United States, which shall consist of a
Senate and House of Representatives.’’ And
after prescribing the manner iu which these two
branches of the legislative department shall he
“Then come along with me,
chosen, it proceeds to enumerate specifically the
Orainachree,
legislative powers which it thereby grants, the
And you’ll see,
How happy you will be
legislative powers which it expressly prohibits,
With your bold sojer boy;
and at the conclusion of .his specification, a
Faith! if you’re up to fun,
clause is iuserted, giving Congress "the power to
With me run;
make laws which may be necessary and proper
’Twiil be dono
for carrying into execution the foregoing powers,
In the >napp'.ug of a gun,”
and alio her power%w s’ed by th sCon-uiu ion in
Says the bowld sojer boy •
the Government of .he United States or iu any
“And ’tis then that, without scandal;
Myself will proudly dandle
department or office thereof.”
The little (arthiug candle
'f he power of legislation granted by this latter
Of our mutual flame, my joy!
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ARMY movements.

der Capt. Totten of the regular service, left Particulars of the Evacuation of Harper’s
Don’t belay to Purify the Blood.
BATTLE IN MISSOURI!
Boonviile Wednesday night and reached this 1
Ferry.
PURIFY TIIE BLOOD.
Elsewhere
we
have
spoken
of
Simon
Cameron,
The evaucation of Harper’s Ferry, which was
Baltimore, June 16.
Rebels Rilled and GO© taken place at 10 A. M. yesterday. Gov. Jackon with i
DR.
WEAVER’S
■ about 500 men, arrived hero ’Tuesday. After
At noon on Thursday, a courier arrived at
briefly announced in last week’s Banner, was in no very complimentary terms, in connenction
Prisoners I
j
impressing
the
property
of
both
enemies
and
Harper
’
s
Ferry,
with
despatches
for
General
I '1
D BY L. HARPER.
with
the
appointment
of
his
speculating
partner,
fully carried out. That renewed and romantic
I friends, he got tidings ol pursuit aud left sudden- Johnston from Jeff. Davis at Richmond, and
FREE. ’ place is now truly a “deserted village.”
Deso Alexander Cummings,as Quartermaster General. GEN. PRICE MORTALLY WOUNDED ly yesterday morning, proceeding Southward General Beauregard at Manassass. Immediate
S Y It UP.
SE 18 A S'ft. ESMAN Witoa THU ISBTfl 11A K US
Lest
some
folks
may
think
that
we
thus
make
lation and the “stillness of death” reign su
(toward Warsaw- Our forces have gone forward ly after reading them, General Johnston held a ' For 1,10 cure ?f Canker, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas
Scrofulous
Disease,
Cutaneous Eruptions, Soro
lUNlT V
S ’K O& • O2XiO:
j to-day, but there is no hope of overtaking the . brief consultation with the Colonels of all the
preme. A gentleman who was there the other unfriendly allusion to Cameron on account of
Eyes, and every kind of Disease arising
fleeing
party.
regiments
of
his
army,
who
wete
hastily
sumrnonhim
being
a
political
opponent,
we
copy
the
fol

from an impure state of the Blood.
TrrESTLVS M0i'VIN°...................... JUNE 25, 1861 , day states that he did not see a single woman in
A battle took place at sunrise on Tuesday ed for that purpose. Immediately after the con- The most effective Utootl Purifier of the \^th Century"
the streets, or looking out from a window or door. lowing from the pen of Mr. Halstead, editor of
St.
Louis,
June
18.
morning
between
800
Union
Home
Guards,
uuference
broke
up,
the
Colonels
directed
their
T is the Prescription of an Educated Physician,
ftfTO:
©
A.11 the good houses are shut up from top to bot the Cincinnati Commercial written from Wash, . The Democrat has just received the following der Capt. Cook, near town, at Cole Camp, and several commands to prepare for instant marchand all who are afflicted with any of the above
7ER cr ?IZEN may freely speak, tom. The schools, churches, and all public ington. The Commercial is the leading Repub dispatch from Jefferson City :
named diseases, should use it without delay. It will
a large party of secessionists from Warsaw and ing. Ail the artillery on the Maryland Heights
publish
his
sentiments
on
all
sub
white ana
Mi. Gordon, of bt. Louis, and other gentleman ! the surrounding country, in which 15 Guards ' was brought carefully down, taken across tie drive the disease frem the system, and when onco
lican paper in Ohio:
be g responsible) for the abuse of the buildings are op9n—the vilest and filthiest look
As this letter will nrobablv he printed about um a ,,e give lhe fo,lowin° acc0Ui.il ef lhe I were killed and 20 wounded—many of them se- ! bridge, and put into cars for Winchester. Also, out on the Skin, a few applications of Dr. Weavkh’s
ing
dens
he
ever
saw.
They
were
all
used
as
ri. ht : and no l:.w shall be passed to restrain or
CERATE, OR OIATMEXT,
(be time the eonntrv Jli I
' 1 ^att e at Boonville i Gen. Lvon lauded four miles 1 vere.ly—and thirty prisoners were taken Most all the ammunition, cannon balls. &eyou have a permanent cure.
abiid.e the lirkuty of speech or of tiie barracks. The whole country around was made the tune tne country w. be rejo.c.og over com- ; below Boonville and opened a heavy cannonade of the Qua dswe^^a lXe bX whin the fl
Those movements occupied all the time from andTHE
ing
info
possession
of
Harper
s
Ferrv,
it
will
be
1
u...
u
i
,
.
i
u
’
•
ah
me
uuaros
were
in
a
large
naan
wnen
me
n
CERATE has proved itself to be the best
mos,”~ Constitution of Ohio, Article 1, Sec 11. desolate and waste. All the horses, oxen, mules, appropriate aud timely to make certain strictures ' ‘^to .L ad;
*’ W\° retreated and aspersed ring begun, but they immediately sprang to arms. three in the afternoon till daybreak the next Ointment ever invented, and where once used, it haa
morning
(Friday)
when
the
last
gun,
a
rifled
can

■
a"J,ACerit wood, from where, hidden be- It is said they killed 40 of the attacking party
never been known to fail of effecting a permanent
wagons and cattle of all kinds were taken by which are loudly demanded
liud bushes and trees^LyZ^hX'rdered
tney opened a brisk
fire before being overpowered by euperior numbers. non (one of those that had been brought from cure of Old Sores, Tetter and Ringworm, ,?cald
-pu, dieans Writing Insulting and Threat 1 the rebel army, and worthless scrip given in ex
“The War Department has done very poorly. ’ on^u^V^psV'^rem
a hasty
Head, Chilblains and Frost Bites, Barber’a Itch,
ening Letters to Democrats.
the
Point
of
Rocks
by
Colonel
Johnston)
crossed
considering the tremendous resources placed at retreat to the bo
acd lfae rebe,a blieou
d , Nearly all of them finally escaped and are ready the bridge. The troop3 on the Maryland side Chapped or Cracked bands or Lipe, Blotches or Pim
change therefor.
!
to
join
our
forces
to
dispute
the
passage
of
State
on tbo face. And for Sore A iplcs and Sore Eyes.
T£’IS A FREE ( Ol VTRVf
Gen. Scott has s&id the evacuation of Harper’s i s disposal. The momentum of the North has ! by thia moveraeal( rallied and followed the ’ troops.
immediately followed, aud at that moment Mary ples
the Cerate is the only thing required to cure. It
done the work thus far, by forcing through the ; tr00ps into a wheat field>
Capt. Cook reached here this morning in dis- land was for the first time free from the presence should be kept in the houso of every family.
Ferry was in parfect conformity with his plans War Department tne necessary measures. The j Qen. Lyon now halted, faced hist roops about,
e have already advised our readers that a
Read the following letter from the most reliable
and expectations and that nothing which the administrative ability required in this emergency ana bringing tne whole force of hia artillery to i guise, he says not over half his force was armed of Southern troops.
The troops being all cut of the way, General authority, and any person desiring further evidence
f cowardly sneaks, who had not the courage
i and not more than 200 participated in the fight.
Rebels have done, has interfered in the slightest has been wanting. It is hoped that a wholesome bear, opened a murderous .fire on the rebels, He hastened forward to overtake and consult Johu3ton gave directions for the firing of the of the euro will get by addressing a few lines to Mr.
ilist as scldier3 in the war, havo been writing
with his plans of this campaign, or with the sev change in the Cabinet may be brought about three hundred of whom were killed. The balance with Capt. Totten. Some of Jackson’s party train by which the bridge was uudermiued. The Parker:—
►pyuiOBS letters to Democrats, threatening
soon by the removal of Cameron and Welles from tied in all directions, leaving their arms on the
Eau Claire, Eau Claire Co., tVis., Oct. 1, 186’.
eral steps which he has proposed to take.
.
| went west from here Wednesday night by raif- ma'ch was applied, a tremendous explosion fol
Messers. J. N. Harris & Co.—Gentlemen: Your
the War and Navy Departments, who are very fieid. Gen. Lyon then
to hang” them, burn their property, &c. Sevmoved
forward
and
took
road,
taking
what
rolling
stock
they
could,
de

lowed,
and
in
an
instant
the
great
bridge
was
a
agent
Mr. A. F. Barnes, whilst passing through our
Civil war has been inaugurated in Missouri.— far behind the times.
of these beautiful specimens of Republican
mass
of
ruins.
Fire
was
then
applied
to
the
re

possession
of
Boonville.
i
stroving
the
rest
and
burning
Lamine
bridge,
a
place, casually hoard of a most oifeetual cure of an
“ No oue ‘ever suspected Cameron of houe3ty,
A pretty warm engagement ha3 takeD place be
Gen. Brice was taken with a violent attack of
maining woodwork part of the structure, and it obstinate case of salt rheum in a member of my fam
lit iture, decency, law, order and religion, have
but there were hopes that he had business capac diarroasi at the beginning of the battle, and was costly structure, 6 miles west from here. Syra- continued to burn all day Friday.
ily, having politely roquested the facts of the caso, I
been left with us for publication, and for the ben" tween the Federal and State troops, near Boon ity, and that in the position of Secretary of War, taken on a steamer and carried to his home in ’ eu3e is now protected by federal troops.
The number of troop3 that left Harper’s Ferry most cheerfully comply with his request.
ville, in which 309 of the latter were killed, and in these tunes, he would make a reputation for | Charaton.
The subject of this remarkable cure is my son, and
efit of posterity, we give a few of ihern to our
was fully fifteen thousand.
a large number wounded Contradictory slate, integrity. I11 truth, however, be is very incom
was attacked with salt rheum when about a year and
Gov. Jackson viewed the battle from a distant BATTLE AT VIENNA, VA.
readers:
The
Baltimore
&
Ohio
Railroad
was
opened
a half old. I applied from time to time for aid to the
are made in regard to the movements of Gov. petent. The greater portion of the really impor hill, and fled for parus unknown after the defeat
j from Baltimore to Harper’s Ferry, for the first most efficient physiciang in the easttern states, 000
Mt. Vernon. June 4, ’61.
tant business of his Department is performed of his forces.
A Masked SSalfery ©pens a Jlnr- ! time, yesterday. The great boulder, which weighs of whom had traveled Europe ; but whilst ho would
Jackson.
There
is
uo^doubt,
however,but
that
he
Mr. Aaron Loveridge—Sir: You are known
by General Scott and Secretary Chase. Cam
erous Fire upon II. S. Troops I
There is great rejoicing among the Union men
■ one hundred tons, aud which had been thrown at times receive some temporary relief, still tho dis
as a traitor. You are understood very well.— is not prepared to successfully contend with the eron attends to the stealing department. He here, and the Stars and Stripes are hoisted on
;
down upon the track by the rebels, was removed ease remained, and would break out occasionally,
There will be something done now to stop pour superior force of U. S. troops, that appear to be has swarms of relatives about him, sons, broth- , the Capitol. Guns was fired, and the Star Spaux'IRST OHIO KEGIMENT ATTACKED J by blasting, immediately after General Johnston’s with the most virulent type, until he arriyod at thesecession mouth. You have been lying about the surrounding the Secession camps in every direc era-iu-law, and all that sort of thing.. One ot gje^ Banner was played by the regimental band.
at the ago of fourteen years, when my eye providen
-------------------------- | departure. The culverts which the rebels atrested upon the advertisement of Dr. Weaver’s
North long enough. Your case will he shortly tion.
his sons is said to have
" ........made
. " twenty-two
. ............. . thou
Scouting parties will be sent in all directions Eight or Ten Killed and Sev tempted to destroy were put in good order yes- tially
Canker and Salt ltbeum Syrup and Cerate. I at
attended to. You Lava to stop your clack or
sand dollars on a single horse contract, and the to morrow to cut off the retreat of the rebels.
I
terday.
They
were
but
slightly
injured.
Gen.
A
desperate
and
bloody
attack
has
beeu
made
once
procured
oue bottle, whioh on trial so encour
eral Wounded!
suffer the consequences, We advise you to put
details of the transaction justify the opinion that
Steamer soon arrived with two cannon, ammo
Johustou left a rear guard at Harper’sFerry up aged me that I procured two more, with the Cerate,
out the “stars and stripes." You will find enough upon a bod}’ of the U. S. troops, mostly belong there was the most frightful dishonesty in the nition and artillery men, which have beeu plant
OFFICIAL REPORT OF GEY. SCHENCK. to Friday night, consisting of three thousand and the result is that my son now is and has been ef
to do if you still go on in lying. You will get ing to the 1st Ohio Regiment, who went out in a matter.
ed at Col. Boernsiine’s head quarters.
picked men, with eight brass howitzers. These fectually cured of that wrytqhod disease for the last
a swing free and no charges. We are engaged train of cars from Alexandria to the village of
“ There is an organized band of thieves in
John Fitzpatrick, one of the most violent se
also were withdrawn early yosterday morning. three and a half years. Respectfully yours,
W
ashington
,
June
18.
in that kind of business. The rope is ready. ...
ALFRED PARKER
.....
. 1 Pennsylvania that have stolen the clothes from cessionists of this State, took allegiance to the
\ leuna, in \ irgima, to erect a line of telegraphic . the backaj and lhe food from thQ moulhs of the
Price of Syrup $1, Cerate 2 j cents per bottle.
Late last night, Gen. Scott received the fol A company of cavalry are all that now remain,
U'atch well or you will not escape the halier.
and they are apparently acting as scouts.— Cor. Directions accompany each Bottle. Sold by most
U. S. Government in the presence of all officers
communication with Washington. Moment the I Pennsylvania volunteers, until several Regiments here to day.
lowing dispatch.
Chairman of tub Vigilenue Committee.
> Phil • Press.
j Medicine Dealers.
train stopped, a murderous fire was opened from of the troops of that State are ragged and half
I left camp according to instructions with the !
J. N. HARRIS X Co., Proprietors,
Mr. Aaron Loveridge, to whom this infernal,
a masked battery, on a hill above, which killed starved. These thieves are particular friends of FURTHER PARTICULARS OF THE MIS. 1st Ohio regiment, 668 strong, and went on ex- ! Particulars of the Fight Near Indepen For the Western and Soutern States, Cincinnati, O.
cowardly, villainous letter was addressed, is one
To whom orders for the above Medines may he
Mr. Cameron. They have a house here where
dence.
pedition to Falls Church, to patrol the woods in i
SOURI EIGHT.
and wounded a great many of the Federal troops they concoct schemes of plundering the Govern- ;
addressed.
St. Louis, June 19.
of tfie moss respectable, law abiding, UnronSpecial dispatch to the Republican gives fur that direction. I then proceeded to Vienna, | Advices from Kansas City via. St. Joseph,
Sold Wholesale and Retail by S. AV. Lippitt, Mt.
and compelled them to beat a hasty retreat. It raent, aud where, of hot afternoons, they are in ther
particulars of the battle at Boonville. The ! w*t'1 lour companies : Co. E, Capt. Paddock ; Co.
loviug wen in Knox county. He never uttered
Vernon: James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French,
is said that the whole country around was fully the habit of emptying a dozen bottles of cham- Federal troops landed five miles below the en- ip’ Lieut. Woodward, (afterwardsjoined by Capt. gives the following account of the engagement Gambier; N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague <fc
a Disunion sentiment in his life. He is a Dem
paigne into a bucket of iee, and swilling till they
of the State troops. The latter had a Pease); Co- G, Capt. Baijey ; Co. H, Capt. llaz- near Independence on Thursday last, briefly al Hosec, Fredericktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S.
ocrat, aud an honest man ; but because he don’t reconnoitered the day before, but do “dogs of can hold no more. The Pennsylvanians are be campment
luded to yesterday :
W. Sapp, Danville; Roberts & Samuel, Columbus.
war’ could be seen. This defeat, together with ing thouroughly aroused about the robbery of battery near Boonville which pointed towards pett, making a total of 2.5 men. On turning
A detachment of Federal troops under Captain
May 11-mfi
believe that Lincoln is a second 'doses, Solomon,
the
river,
but
it
was
circumvented
by
the
Fed:
curve
within
a
quarter
of
a
mile
ot
\
ieuua
the disaster at Great Bethel, have cast rather a the State and troops by these scoundrels, and it
Washington, or Jackson, he is to be annoyed by
erals, and proved useless. Gen. Lyon immediate- i
were fired upon by a raking masked battery, Stanley, with a flag of truce, visited the errap on
is high time they were.
ly advanced on the State troops and was met in
d think, at least eight guns, with shel 1, round the State troops to ascertain the purposes of Household Remedy—Everybody keeps it*
such contemptible squirts as this “Chairman of damper over operations iu Eastern Virginia.
“ It would be of greater advantage to the a lane, where the battle commenced. The balance shot and grape, killing aud wounding the men on Capt. llalloway. During the conference Stanley
Jeff.
Davis
aud
Gen.
Beauregard
undoubtedly
the I igHence Committee," a fellow who will not
observed movements were being made with a
country than to gain a battle, to have Cameron of the description is substantially the same as the platforms and in the cars.
PERRY DAVIS’
design to attack him, and ordered a retreat.
dare to meet Mr. Loveridge in day light, and use intend to make a “ big fight” at Manasses Junc- kicked out of the Cabinet.”
VEGETARLE
When
the
train
stopped,
we
could
not
on
ac
reported
last
night.
tion. The great body of the Confederate Army
such illegal and iusultiug language.
; count of the damage done some part of the run- His detachment while retreating, was fired on by
Gov.
Jackson
was
about
a
mile
off,
surrounded
the State troops by an order given by a private,
Here is a letter from Mr. Daniel Fry, a respect , appears to have beeu concentrated at that place*
by Capt Kelly’s company as a body guard. It i ning machinery, draw the train out of the fire, the but the fire was so irregular they killed their
REPUBLICAN WARRIORS.
THE GREAT
j are well drilled, and strongly fortified, wiih
engine
being
in
the
rear.
We
leit
the
cars,
and
is
reported
that
he
was
severely
reprimanded
du

able merchant of Centreburg, in this county, to
retired to the right, and left off the train through own commander, Capt. Hollaway and J. B. Cla 1masksd batteries, made of railroad iron. They
It
is
a
great
pity
Gen.
Scott
does
not
permit
ring
the
engagement
by
his
owu
party
for
cow

whom a certain “patent right” Abolitionist Las
the woods. Finding that the enemy’s batteries nahan, severely wounding several others of their
will make their “ dying struggle” there. If they Greeley, Webb, Bryant, Raymond, and the whole ardice and lack of discretion.
b ..i writing a threatening letter :
were sustained by wbat appeared to be a regiment own men.
Col.
Parsons
was
not
in
the
fight,
having
pre

are successful, they will unquestionably attempt tribe of Republican editors iu New York, to as
Stanley’s troops did not fire, having received TTIAKEN iuternally, it euro? sudden Colds, Cough?,
;
of
infatry and cavalry, which force we have since
Cextreburg, O., June 20, 1861.
viously been reported sick. Boonville was not
I Ac., Weak Stomach General Debility, Nursing
to take City of Washington ■ and if they are de- sume the entire management of this war. They injured, no shots having been fired into it—Gan. understood, were South Carolinians. We fell orders not to do so, under any lircumstances.
Sore Mouth, Canker. Liver Complaint, Digpopsia or
Irhilor Banner—Lsi itds fashionable to have
Capt. Stanley retreated to Kansas City and Indigestion,
\ back along the rail road, throwing our skirraishfeated, they fall back towards Richmond, where would no doubt carry it on bravely and gloriously Price’s absence is thus accounted for.
Cramp and Pain iu the Stomach, Bowel
reported the affair, when Capt. Prince, with a
Ictfi -rs received from friends published, in these
Sunday morning pickets brought a report that 1 ers on both flanks. This was about 7 P. M. strong body of troops, attacked and routed the Complaint, Painter’s Cholic, ChoLra, Diarrhoea and
; strong fortifications have been erected.
— on paper! These editors are perfect heroes
Dysentery.
tin.-.-, of'war; aud troubles, I thought it would
Thus
we
retired
slowly,
bringing
off
our
wounded,
The Federal troops in Western Virgir.iu are with the quill. They plan the campaign afresh seven steamboats were coming up the river with for five miles, to this point, which we reached at State forces, capturing thirty horses aud a large
Applied externally, cures Felon?, Boils and Old
i. >». be it j. place to have the following interest
Federal troops. A consultation was immediate
Sores, severe Burns and Scalds, Cut?, Bruise? and
lot of baggage.
moving slowly, but cautiously. Thus far success every day. They arrange every movement of ly had between Gen. Price and the Governor aud i 10 o’clock.
ing correspondence inserted in your paper, so our
Sprains,
Swelling of tbo Joint?, Ringworm and Tet
There are now 2.500 U. S. troops and volun
has crowned their efforts. It seems, however, the army, and direct every battle that is to be the latter ordered the State troops to disband, i The following is a list of the casualties :
ter, Broken Breasts, Frosted Feet and Chilblains,
teers at Kansas City.
people may know what is going on abroad. Now
In
Captain
Haslett
’
s
Co.
U,
two
known
to
be
Toothache, Pain in tho Face, Neuralgia and Rheu
that a large body of Confederates are concentra fought. Most of their battles, however, are fought' nok being able to sustain themselves against such
Gen. McClellan is expected here to morrow.
j killed, three wounded, and five missing.
I do not charge the whole Republican party of
matism.
ting iu and around Beverly and Pkilliopi. A -on paper; and gas, instead cf powder and : * forc'e‘ frice thef! weat home‘ ,The
Brig. Gen. Sweeney, of the Home Guards, is
Capt.
Bailey
’
s
Co.
G,
three
killed,
two
wound
It is a sure cure for Ague, Chills and Fever.
being responsible for this letter, fori have a |
, ,, . ,
“ ,
.
. however' determined to have a fight, and Col.
making a thorough investigation of the firing
fight may be looked for every day.
For Sore Throat, the Pain Killer u.-ed, mixed with
ed.
and
two
missing.
ball,
is
the
weapon
of
destruction.
We
think
it
;
Marmaduke
then
became
disaffected
and
rcsignbetter opinion of most of them : but some black
water, as a gargle, will cure, and it is used with great
is quite likely that Gen. Scott will keep his own i ed. A few hours later the report about the I Capt. Paddock’s Co. E, one officer slightly upon citizens by volunteers on Monday.
success in Diptheria.
b \irted Abolitionist that took upon himself the
ALEXANDER CUMMINGS.
counsels, perfect his own arrangement, and plan ! steamboats proved untrue, and the Governor or 1 wounded.
Tiie Fain Killer
resposibility cf hunting up “Traitors,” while en
j
In
Co
C,
Capt.
Peas,
two
missing.
Btk
SMntisfintnls.
his military campaigns without the assistance or aeied/''® troops to prepare for resistance, appoint
taken internally, should he adulterated with milk or
’The Engineer, when the men left the ca rs, inSimon Cameron, Secretary of War, has ap
gaged, perhaps in travelling over the country
in" Mr. Little to command.
water, or made into syrup with molasses. For a
advice of these officious newsmongers of GoCough, a few drops on sugar eaten will be more effec
There is no reliable account as to the number i stead of retiring slowly as I ordered, detached
and selling patent rights, or some euch business. pointed his old and trusty friend, Alexander
tham.
killed, woohded, or taken prisoners'." It isolated bis engine with one passenger car, from the rest WITH YOU ONCE MORE! tive than anything else.
I am now aud always have been in favor of the Cummings, Quartermaster General in the IT. S.
Nee Printed Directions, which accompany each bottle.
-Lyon once had the State troops in a position l of the disabled train, and abandoned us, running
But it so happens, however, that these Repub- Gen.
JO5IW W. POWER.
The PAIN KILLER is by universal consent al
Union, and sustaining the Constitution and laws Army. Cummings 13’now the publisher of the
where he could havb killed them in large num 1 10 Alexandria, and we have not heard from him
FTER an nhsenso of many months, during
lican
newspaper
heroes
conduct
the
war
for
the
!
lowed
to havo won for itself a reputation unsurpasseti
.umjcoubityj uw ; Lalicva Democrats arelvirtu-' New York B'arid, and was formerly conductor
which timo ho ha? been following his profession
bers, but ha ordered the firing to cease and pro 1 since. Thus we were deprived of a rallying
in the history of medical preparations. Its instanta
j p:unt, and all means of conveying the wounded,
of Photographist and Arabrotyj ist iis tho principal
ally bound and are willing to protect the flag of of the Philadelphia Bulletin. He was always benefit of the enemy; and no doubt that Jeff. ceeded to make prisoners.
neous effect in the entire eradication and extinction
Davis aud General Beauregard are under a thou
It is said State trooos are gathering in counties : who had to be carried on litters and blankets.— galleries of Fine Art iu tho South and West, has re of PAIN, in all its various forms incidental to the
our Union, and no person ever heard me utter any known as a “(Cameron man,” which', in Penn
human family, and the unsolicited written and ver
west of here and another stand will be made in We wait here, holding the road, for re-inforce turned to Mt. Vernon, and opened his
sand
obligations
to
them
for
their
disinterested
ether declaration; yet at the same time I believe sylvania, was the synonym of peculator. Cumi
UNION GALLERY CF ART,
j melts. The enemy did not pursue.
bal testimony of the masses in its favor, havo been
Jackson county.
efforts.
Every
intended
movement
of
our
troops,
I have ascertained that the enemv’s force at 1 In tho spacious rooms prepared especially for him, and arc its own best advertisment.
every person has the right of speaking their sen- mings was usually a partner in all Cameron’s
What stronger proof of thoso facts can be produced
Fairfax C. IL, four miles from Vienna, is now ! immediately over the Banking house of Messrs. Ru timents, and condemning whatever they believe schemes to deplete the National or State treasu- is duly announced io advance. Such informa
Stiirgos i Co., West side of Main street, Mt. than the following letter, received ur.solioitcd, from
about 4000. When ail the enemy’s batteries Vernon,
tion
is
of
immense
benefit
to
the
enemy
;
and
REV. W. JACOBS :
w here ho i? prepared and furnished with tho
rios. He did the puffing and blowing while
to be wrong let it emiuate where it may.
opened upon fis, Maj. Hughes was at his station means of exocuting his art in a manner not to bo
Newark, N. J. June 6th, 1860.
Cameron did the striking to break the treasury the rebels will no doubt extend a vote of thanks
DANIEL FRY.
o i the foremost platform car. Col. M’Gook was surpassed by any artist in tho land.
Messers.
Perry
Davis & Son—Gentlemen :—Allow
to Greeley & Co., after the war is over.
GEN. LYON VICTORIOUS! with me in one of the passenger cars. Both
lock.
When
Cameron
took
snuff,
Cummings
al

me,
unsolicited,
to
send you a word of commendation
Elfe-Sized
Photographs,
D. Fry—The tithe has come when Traitors
these officers, with others of the commissioned Painted in oil colors, by the host Artist of tha North for your Pain KiRor. I have used it in my family
ere no longer to be tolerated in this community, ways sneezed. That Cummings should now re
Governor Jackson Flees Again.
officers, and many of the men, bt-haved most West, Ambrotypes of all.sizos, from minaturc to the these several years, and found it all it claims to be.
THE SPARTA CONSPIRACY.
You are hereby commanded to hoist the Sars ceive the most lucrative appointment in the
For Rheumatism, Coughs Colds, Burns Cholera ten
cooly, under this galling fire, which we could n ,t very largest size, taken in the ghortest notice, at tho dencies
tnd Stripes within forty-eight hours or the con Army, is the most nanatural thing in the world.
and difficulties, as well a? diseases generally
most reasonable prices. His large stock of Frame?,
The
illegal
and
cowardly
plot
set
on
foot
by
B
oonville
,
June
10
—
10
A.
M.
return,
and
from
the
nature
of
the
ground,
could
sequences will be fearful. By order of-------- cases, and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio.— that prevail in families, I regard the Pain Killer as
We are not prepared to assert that Cameron will some leading Republicans to destroy the life ok
As Gen. Lyon with the steamers Jatan, Mc not flank or turn. The approach to Vienna is His Light will permit him to operate at all hours of boyonil all price, and as efficacious beyond any medi
Now, what comes next ? Read this terrible be a secret partner in Cummings’ operations,
tho day, and in all kinds of weather, having been cine within my knowledge. We keep it as our chief
a respectable citizen of Sparta, Mr. B. L. Swet- Dowell and the City of Louisianna, were ap- through a deep cut in the railroad.
Boonville on Monday morning he esOn leav,ng the cars, and before they could ral- prepared under his immediate supervision, fie feels family medicine, and find its use in ordinary cases
Proclamation of the Sparta Abolitionists:
for we don’t know such to he the fact; but if he LAND, was a well planned and most villainous , proaching
pied a battery on the river 5ank flVQ mi,e 5q1ow ly, many of the men lost their knapsacks and confident that nothing is wanting to make it a per worth more than any doctor. Tho testimony of oth
Sparta, 0.,’June 10, ’61.
is not,-then a perfect tramsformation has taken conspiracy, and would no doubt have been car i the town at Adam’s Mill. He returned hack and blankets, but brought oft’all their muskets, ex fect Gallery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to fur ers among my acquaintances and friends is equally
Mr. B. L. Swetland and others—We now place in his character.
all country Artists with all kinds ofStock at East favorable. Many clergymen liave spoken of it in the
ried out, had not the matter come to light in went dowu about eight miles below Boonville and cept it may be a few that were destroyed by the nish
ern prices. The entire community are cordially in highest terms as a family medicince. Missionaries
give you notice'not to say anything against this
time to enable the Democrats of the neighbor-! !ar}(Jec] force3
1,700
Rud f°Ur enemy’s first fire, or lost with the killed.
The
New
York
Sun
thus
speaks
of
the
appontin repeated instances have said to me in person and
vited
to call at the Union Gallery of Art.
war after alt the men that has gou ! Now re
ROBT. C. SCHENCK,
, ,.
,,
,
, r , , . „ . , held pieces. He left 100 men to guard the boats,
,■2^" Don't forget to call at Ids Boom? over Rus in their letters, that the Pain Killer was by far the
member what wo say acd not have a mess of ment of Cnmmings :
hood to prepare themselves to defend then- friend | On the Rockport Road, when within six miles
Brig. General.
best medicine used iu heathen lands, and they use it
sell, Sturgei A Co.’s Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
“The Quartermaster General,—Our spe and fellow-Democrat. A paper was carried ' of Boonville, be was attacked by State troops,
your secret log around you any more we met on
for themselves aud families, aud administer it tooth
J une 25th. 1861, If.
Accounts from Arlington to-day, say that Gen.
Saturday night and we are Bound to Stop it to cial Washington correspondent assarts that Sec
ers
around them. Tlius much I am incliucd to say
Schenck is now there, and that the attack was
WOOf, FOR 1861.
have Burn and kill or Burn and be Killed it goes retary Cameron has determined to appoint his round, and the names of Republicans signed to 3000 strong, commanded by Col. Little, late U. from troops from Centerville. It is thought with
as an act of justice to yourselves, aud as a benefit to
it,
who
pledged
themselves
to
go
to
Sparta
to
'
,
?
”
u
wh
°
r
W
^
6
co
™
ealed
kl
>iek
undergrowth
E
feel
great
confidence
in
announcing
to
Wool
others. You are at liberty to use tlvis testimonial, it
hard for you to hav your Brothers Black men personal partizan and favorite, Cummings—a
no ulterior object.
Growers and Merchants that we possess un of any service.
Rev. W. B. JACOB’S,
freede but it ha3 com to pas and you dimocrats civilian of no experience or character suitable for carry out the wicked undertaking. The names of j troop3 were driven baek) and t(jeirr’eamp; wbich
surpassed facilities for receiving, grading and selling
A
lexandria, June 18.
Late Editor Christian Chroniclewill have to put up with it and you have to hold the post—in this high military office.
the conspirators, from the head devil down to the i was at Bayon’s farm, three miles below BoonSo far as can be ascertained on what is believ wool, which will be done
your toung while we do it we have the power
“We are not yet able to believe in the audac
EXCLUSIVELY ON COHHISSION,
ville, on the river bluff, with provisions, equipage, ed to be good authority, the following are among
Beware Of All Imitations I
aud the arms aud you may squirm a3 much as ity, even if the corruption be credible, that could lowest imp, are now known, but as the scoun- ; and
AND WHEN DESIRED,
a number-of horses, were taken :
The Pain Killer is sold by all respectable Druggists
the killed and wounded of the Ohio troops : Kill
you pleas all is on cur side and Brake up this venture upon such an appointment. If made, it drels will no doubt be indicted, and, if justice
LIBERAL ADVANCES
throughout tho U. States and in Foreign Countries.
The State troops retreated west through Boon
Jon. Barnes and Dan Summerville both of
secret order or we will Broke it up for you or will be a heavier blow to the Government than is done, seat to the Penitentiary, we refrain from ville in great disorder. They were poorly armed ed
Price 25 cts., 50 eta., and $1, per bottle.
company G Wounded : Mercer, of company H, Will bo made on receiving Wool.
Brake every one of your necks by the halter we all the traitors South of the Potomac are likely publishing them at present. We are sorry to and badly disciplined.
J. N. HARRIS Jfc Co.,
and iu a dying condition, his arm being shot off;
Proprietors
for the Western and Southern States,
dare say now we are going to free all the men of j to strike this year
SACKS WILL BE SENT
The loss of the Federate wa3 four killed and Palmer and Smith of company C. The killed and
say
that
citizens
cf
Knox
county,
who
have
Cincinnati, Ohio.
tiie South if it costs ail the Livs of the Slave I
--------—
To those who wish, to consign.
nine wounded. Four of the States troops are
of the wounded were brought to Alexaudria
Sold 'Wholesale and Retail by James Blanchard,.
holders we are not going to see one of our Breth JAMES E. HARVEY, TEE TRAITOR. heretofore sustained good characters, were ac known to have been killed, and fifteen or twen three
this morning.
S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier ;
tively engaged in this devilish proceeding.
ren Bound to any man this is the true copy of
(Bis Charges are I.oiv.
N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague <fc Ilosac, Fred
ty wounded. The Federals say many of the
Two of the wounded were taken to the Wash
No efforts will be wanting to merit the patronage ericktown ; W. T. McMahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp,
the origonal singned by one Hundred of this
It is not true, as stated in the New York Tri
State force were wounded. They speak of walk ington Hospital to-day.
of those who have Wool to sell.
township this shoes that others have been to work bune, that Harvey has been recalled. The re
Danville.
May ll-6m
ing over a large number of dead bodies.
Washington, June 18.
THE MERRYMAN CASE.
CLEVELAND WOOL DEPOT CO.,
as well as you
Many Voters.
Gen.
Lyon
and
Co,.
Blair
were
in
the
thickest
There
is
great
excitement
here
over
the
bloody
Gffico
No.
107
Bank
Street,
Cleveland,
Ohio.
Spring and Summer Remedy.
This letter was addressed on the envelipe to port is that another of Harvey’s despatches has
Juno 18-w4
We publish on the first page of this week’s of the fight. No officers hurt. Capt. Burke of affair which occurred, yesterday at Vienna.
Good for the Stomach.
Eight of the Ohio soldiers who were 6hot by
H. Barns, Wm. Swingley, B. L. Sweatland aud been found, in which be gave information to the Banner tho very able and elaborate opinion of St. Louis, had his sword broken by a shot. Dr.
Take Kotiec.
'DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S
rebels
at
Richmoud,
of
the
course
the
govern

Qaales
of
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forces,
and
a
prominent
citi

the
rebels
have
since
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Six
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last
HE
members
of
the
Kpox
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Wm, llultz, and although a labored attempt was
the Hon. Roger B. Taney, Chief Justice of the zen of Boonville, was killed. Federal troops say night, and two others this morning.
surance Company aro hereby notified that the
SHERRY WINE BITTERS,
made by the writer to disguise his hand, he did ment Intended to pursue in regard to the Norfolk Supreme Court of the United States, in the only 500 of their men were in the battle.
No blame is attached to Gen. Schenck, the Annual Meeting of said Company will he held at The Celebrated New England Remedy
Navy
Yard.
not sneered! He is well known, and will be at
Gen. Lyon took some 60 or 70 prisoners but re' commander of the Federal troops. It is stated their office, in Mt. Veanon, on Wednesday, July 17,
Merbyman Habeas Corpus Case. We spread
FOR
— More evidence has just come to light in re
1861, at 10 o’clock, A. M., for the purpose of elect
tended to, izt a legal way.
this document before our readers, because it is leased them all this morning. A large number he acted under the positive orders of Gen. Mc ing a Board of Directors for the ensuing year and
HABITUAL CONSTIPATION,
gard
to
the
treason
of
this
man
Harvey.
It
Dowell.
of
State
troops
who
went
from
Boonville,
are
re

Jaundice,
Fever
and
Ague. General Uebilil;
\’,ro have on hand several other letters, iu tone
the transaction of other busines.
an important leaf in the history of the time, turning under the terms of Lyon’s proclamation
and all Uineaaes ai tsSug <1-0111 a OiaorderCol Hunter, Third regiment of Cavalry, was
WILLIAM TURNER,
paid spirit similar to the above. One of them is seems that the M. P. from Glasgow, Ireland, which should be carefully perused by every man Several houses wsre searched for contraband ar- ordered over to Vienna last night.
ed Slomacb, Liver, or Uowela,
June 13, 18Cl:5w.
Secretary.
nEY are used and recommended by leading
too son d iogly bl.ispheuions and vulgar to bo made a motion in Parliament, to acknowledge who does not wish to sea the Constitution and tides, and several secession flags captured ; also
Our pickets and outposts generally fell back
Physicians of the country, and all who try them
Receiver’s j&ale.
last evening. Probably no further attempts will
printed ; u a decent newspaper. J t is certainly a the independence of the Southern States. An laws of the country trampled under foot. Judge many prominent secessionists.
pronounce them invaluable.
Avery, Hilliard <fc Co., et al., j
Irish
citizen
of
New
York,
wrote
a
letter
his
be
made
to
extend
the
communication
and
the
Many persons who heretofore have been seces
Dr. JAMES L. LEEPERE, writes from Navarre,
ricn specimen of the talents of the party that
vs.
V
Taney shows conclusively that Congress, and
Stark Co., Ohio, “the Bitter* are highly praised by
are now Union men with but a few excep lines along the London & Hampshire railroad, un Thomas Postlewait, et al.
|
claims l'(Gi the religion and all the decency of brother, who is the U. S. Consul at Glasgow, not the Executive, has the Constutional power sionists
those
suffering from indigestion, dyspepsia andliver
til the Federal troops are strengthened by large
tions.
Y ORDER of the Court of Common Pleas, with
remonstrating against this act of the M. P., and
in and for the county of Knox, and State of O., complaint.”
Gen. Lyon and his men have made fovorable reinforcements,
to
suspend
the
writ
of
habeas
corpus
;
and
from
E. S. DAVIS, Postmaster at Williamsport, Ohio,
I will offer for sale, on
Alexandria, June 19.
for a word of comment. this letter was in type, and about to appear in the fact that Mr. Lincoln ordered the release of impression upon the people.
says, “theygive great satisfaction. I ueethemmyOn Saturday, the 6th day of July,
The train wbich came in Vienna at half past
Do we live iu despotic: Austria or free Ohio? a Glasgow paper on the vary day that Ilarvev
On the morning of the fight Gen. Jackson was
self,
having taken cold, become prostrate and lost my
Merrymnn immediately after Judge Taney's going to the eamp with Capt. Kelly’s company, four o’clock this afternoon represents all quiet at between the hours of 10 A. M. and 4 P. M., of said appetite.
It relieved me, and lean recommend it
That is the question! Ibis illegal, cowardly arrived at that city from the United States. At
day,
at
the
door
of
the
Court
House,
in
said
county,
opinion was delivered, is the best evidence in but when the battle begun they immediately re that point. There were five thousand Federal all the claims mentioned in schedule A and B, at with groat assurance of its merits.”
and satanic attempt to ;gag and mob Democrats, his earnest solicitation, the letter was suppressed,
Du. WM. Al- KERR, of Rogersville, Ind., writes
the world that he regarded his commitment as treated, Kelly’s company embarking on the troops in that vicinity, including Lawson's batter tached to a report made by me in the above named
that they are the most valuable medicine offered.
exhibits al a. glance thei real character or Aboli- by the U. S. Consul!
steamer H. D. Bacon, which went up the river. ies. Two more wounded men of the Ohio regi case, remaining uncollected, which report will be us
illegal.
He
recommended them with great success, and
If Harvey is not instantly recalled, the pub
tio’aisni. W hile pratin;g about “ Freo Speech,”
Jackson and staff left for Weston on horseback. ment were found in a farm house to day in the found on file in said court, to which reference is bad. withhas
them made soveral cures of palpitation of tho
vicinity
of
Vienna,
whither
they
had
crawled,
but
Terms
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WM.
DUNBAR,
Receiver.
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to
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that
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“ Free Ures;
heart and general debility.
Homes,” and “ Free NeGreely Denounces the War!
Juno ll-w4pr2.50
somewhere near Lexington.
their names have not been ascertained. Private
THOMAS STANFORD, Esq., Blountsville, Henry
groes, Aieito Union-s liders would attempt to istration is not disposed to censure hi8 complic
In the Daily Tribune of the 17th inst., Mr.
Co.,
Ind., writes us a long letter, under date of May
The
fugitive
State
troops
took
the
Arrow
Rock
Mercer,
of
Company
H,
who
was
brought
here,
Notice.
ity
with
the
Southern
“
rebels.
”
shut ilia mo nths of the only true friends of the i
Greeley says :
& Lexington Road, and some went towards died this afternoon. The number of casualties Trammel Harle, Administrator of Ehmor Ilarle, de 3, 1860. lie was much reduced, having been afflict
U'iion, of li tierty and cif law.
ceased, vs. Narcissa V. Harle, Trammel Ilarle, ed for three years with great nervous debility, pal
is estimated at fifteen—eight killed and seven
“Whoever asserts that the Iribune does not Georgetown.
MARYLAND ELECTION.
James Harle, Douglas Worley, Alice Worley, El pitation of the hoart of tho most severe and pros
A part of the Federal troops are quartered in wounded.
We say in1 ail truth a
earnestly desire an early conclusion, at the least
lon Woney, Ida Worley, ami Eva Worley, minor trating character, “after using a few hotties I was
In relation to the affair of yesterday it appears
publicans, w ho threaten
children of Mary Ann Worley, deceased; V iliiam completely restored, and am now in robust health.”'
The recent election in Maryland resulted in possible cost of blood, of this most mad, ruinous Hespian Hall, in this city, and the balance with
the steamer, are at the Fair Grounds, about half from enquiry that General Schenck received in
GEORGE W. HOFFMAN says he was afflicted
Ilarle and Wilson F. Harle of Missouri, Armstead
that they ar<3 sleeping upon a powuer magazine, the complete triumph of the Union cause. Win civil war, defies confutation ot most notorious a mile below where Gen. Lyon has his headquar formation of rebels being in Vienna, when six
B. Harle of Arkansas, John W. Harle of Iowa, Eli with rhumatism for twenty years, in all its various
lactg : whoever insinuates it adds cowardice to
and the tore h which th<
ter Davis is beaten for Congress iu the Baltimore falsehood."
zabeth Jeffers of Iowa, and Douglas Ilarle, Sarah forms, and at tho date of his letter he had been two
ters.
miles this side of that station, from a man who
Elizabeth Harle, Eva Harle and Virginia Harle, years well; the Bitters effecting tho cure, when
destroy the lives and
district by Henry May, Esq., a Democrat, and
It is expected when the reinforcements which hailed the train. It is considered at least unfor
It then goes on to say that it “dared avow
minor children of Douglas Harle, deceased, of Io several physicians could do him no good. He says,
are to arrive on the steamer D. A. January, Gen. tunate that the Ohio regiment should have been
may light th emselvts to
a decided Union man. Davis, although profes
wa and James Worley. In Probate Court of Knox “for rhumatism, dyspepsia, liver complaint, kidney
and defend its preference even for Disunion to Lyon will proceed westward.
distributed along the road before entering the
County, O. Petition to sell land tc pay debts.
affection, or dropsy, it is a specific certuin remedy.”
have time t;5 make pea :e with an offended God. sing to be a Union man, is an unprincipled dem- a bloody aud desolating civil war.”
Col. Blair has become popular. A man has enemy’s line, leaving but a small force to con -ST7ILLIAM T. HARLE of Missouri, Armstead
J. W. HUNT writes from Delphos, Allen Co., O.,
kSO&ufo and a mischief maker. He was origin
Vy
B.
Ilarle.
of
Arkansas,
John
W.
Harle
of
Iowa,
tend
with
what
is
always
to
be
apprehended
from
(a section where Fever and Ague prevails,) that he
offered
$500
to
any
one
who
would
shoot
him.
—
If sentiments like these had appeared in the
FOURTH OHIO REGIMENT ORDERED ally the pet and leader of the Know Nothing
The man ns arrested, aud Blair immediately re the course of the rebels, in planting masked bat Elizabeth Jeffers of Iowa, Douglas Harle, Sarah most cheerfully recommends them of decided morit
TO VIRGINIA.
Elizabeth Harle, Kya Harle and Virginia Harle, mi in all cases of FEVER AND AGUE, DYSPEPSIA,
Plug Uglies, who sent him to Congress. IlZ Editorial columns of the Banner, we presume leased him.
teries and laying ambuscades.
some of the Republicans hereabouts would have
It was providential that the rebels themselves nor children of Douglas Ilarle, deceased, who reside AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
A company of 87 home guards was raised on
D. K. GALLEIIERS, M. D., writes from Van
in
Iowa, are hereby informed that on tho 16th day
Tho Fourth Ohio Regiment fin wbich the two there voted for Pennington for Speaker, and
retired, doubtlees with the impression that the of June,
denounced it a “rank treson.”
Th ursday night.
A. D. I860, said Administrator, Trammel Wert, Ohio, “I most respectfully recommend the
Knox County Companies are enrolled) received has acted with the Republicans ever since. We
small
force
they
had
attacked
was
but
the
advau
Col. Little was in the U. S. army, bnt recently
,
, - ,
,
, ,, . ,,
-„ , Harle, filed his petition in the Probate Court of Knox Sherry Wine Bitters to the notice of Dyspeptic per
orders on Friday to proceed to Western Virginia are rejoiced that he has been defeated. All such
resigned. He was brevetted Captain for services ced guard of the grand army, aud that the engin- I County> Ohio, the object and prayer of which is to sons and to all who require a stimulating medicine.
WHAT IS COMING.
eer
in
going
back
did
SO
for
the
purpose
of
br.ng; obtain an order for the sale of the following real es
Such News we are receiving Daily.
bigoted
politicians
should
be
kept
out
of
Con

atones. They passed through Newark on Satur
in the Mexican war.
Full Particulars Accompany Each Bottle.
ing up reinforcements, otherwise the small band ! tato (of which said Eleanor Ilarle, died seized,) or
___
day morning for Grafton, Va., via Wheeling.— gress.
The New York Tribune's Washington dispatch
They are sold by Medicine Dealers generally.
might in reality have been cut to pieces, as it J so much thereof as may be necessary to pay the debts
Still
Another
Battle
in
Missouri.
Price 75 cts. per bottle. J. N. II KRRIS & CO.
As a fight is expected every day, our boys will
was at first feared was the case by those who re- j
^e said decedent, to-wit: Situated iu Knox
The Warsaw (Mo.,) Democrat says, Jucfoe says the President is working on his message.—
turned on the disabled engine.
County, Ohio, and being the North half of lot No. Cinoinnati, Ooio,4Proprietors for the Southern and
be apt to have a hand in it.
Johnson, will not take his seat in tho U. S. Sen He will take the highest ground in favor of pros
SECESSIONISTS
VICTORIOUS
!
Western States, to whom address all orders.
_______
__________
i
l
“
rea
hundred
and
sixty-eight
(368),
iu
Hamtramios
------------------------- —--------U v
ate in July; al3O states that Senator Polk will ecuting the war with the utmost vigor, and finFor sale by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon, 0.; James
tt
t —xt a
»i 'j» n addition to the town (now city) of Mount Vernon,
Gen. McClellan left Cincinnati on not take his seat.
S
t. Lours, Juno 21.
lion.
Jonx
A.
G
urley, the dispatches 1 Qbio.
TRAMMEL HARLE, Adm’r
Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier; N.
j ishing it by winter if possible. He will recom
Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague & Hosac, Frede
The Democrat’s special from Syracuse, about say, has been authorized to raise six regiments
Thursday morning last for Virgiuia, to take the
of Elanor Harle, deceased,
— This looks as though Missouri was getting ) mend the call for half a million of men and apricktown;
W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp,
By Dunbar A Banning, his Atty’s
miles from Boonville, says an expedition in Cincinnati. The Commercial asks, ‘ isn’t this
field in person ascci
our tore<
ready to “ accede.”
Danville; Roberts & Samuel, Columbus. [May 11-6
; propriafling $200,000,000,
June li-w6prf J5.25.
nearly 1000 strong, with 4 pieces cf artillery un- j carrying absurdity a little too far ?”
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of a neighbor, and that a large number of armed
men would be at the camp before morning, if
the
reports were not contradicted. • Amazed and
rOUNT VERNON................................. JULY 2, 1S61
in great wonder as to what could have caused
A Military EncREDpincnt isi peaceable students, marching under the Stars
and Stripes, to present such an appearance to
Knox County !
the country people, the cflicer explained the
Dremendous Excitement,and an Alarming : character of the Company, and they were no
! more interrupted during the night
'he People Arm for Self-Defense, and
At an early hour the boys were aroused, tents
March upon the Invaders!
were dismantled, rations distributed and prepa
One Thousand Men Ready for rations made for the march, when a band of
yeomaury armed with rifles approached, who had
Rattle!
come from five miles distant, having been alar
“NOBODY HURT!”
med at midnight by the report that two hundred
men, armed to the teeth, were engaged in com
On Monday evening last, June 24th, one of
Ithe most intensely exciting scenes that was ever mitting depredations at the spot where the camp
was situated. They also stated that some hun
"witnessed in Knox county, occurred in Monroe
dreds of men would probably be on the ground
township, about three miles north of Gambier.
in the space of a couple of hours. This cappedThe facts in regard to the matter, so far as we
the climax. After three hearty cheers for their
(have learned them from all the parties, are sub
visitors the Company started back for Gambier,
stantially as follows:
hoping that when callel into actualse rvice they
It appears that the students of Kenyon College
might prove as formidable to the enemies as
[have organized a military company called the
they had seemed to the friends of the Union.
Kenyon Guards,” with Professor Chapman as
K. L. G.
their Captain. For the purpose of inuring them
----:5-----------------selves to the hardships of a soldier’s life, they Thirty-Third Annual Commencement of
Kenyon College.
marched out on the evening mentioned, with “all
ho pride, pomp and circumstance of war,” to a
On Thursday the celebration of the 33d An1
tpot previously selected, a beautiful grove on the nual Commencement of Kenyon College took
arm of Mr. Reuben \\ ollison, in Monroe town- place. The day was dusty, but much cooler than
snip. Arriving at the woods about dusk, with is usual at this period of the year. Quite a
out explaining their purposes to any one, or number of persons were present to witness the
toi/7zou£ asking permission of the owner of the exercises of the occasion. The present unhappy
woods to occupy the premises, they proceeded at state of affairs prevented the attendance of the
>nce to erect their tents, build a camp-fire, and large crowd which generally gathers in at that
place sentinels on guard, according to the rules time. At 8J o’clock the procession, consisting
3f military life. It seems that a son of Mr. Wol- of professors, students and alumni, moved from
lison soon came into camp, to whom the whole the college building; headed by the Roscoe
object of the expedition was explained ; but this Brass Band it marched to the chapel, where the
young man having been kindly treated by the performances were conducted according to the
students made himself perfectly happy amongst programme.
The speeches of the young gentlemen were
them, and did not return home until it was late
in the evening. In the meantime the women highly creditable to themselves and to their Alma
folks became terribly alarmed, and fled to the Mater, and manifested the thoroughness of the
leighbor s houses, under the erroneous impres- discipline to which their minds had been sub'
iou that the encampment, instead of being a jected- There was one noticeable feature in the
lartnless collection of college boys, with wooden exercises, viz: that no reference was made to
funs, assembled for innocent pastime, was in our present public calamities. The addresses
eality a company of soldiers, armed cap-a-pie, were as free from allusions as if there had been
assembled avowedly for the purpose of hanging no war at all. This to all friends of the Institu
Mr. \\ ollison and some other men in the neigh tion is: a very favorable indication. It shows
borhood. To strengthen this belief, it is said that amidst the classic shades of Kenyon thoughts
hat anonymous letters were dropped into Mr. of the great world are excluded, as that the stu
A s. yard but a short time previous, threatening dent can pursue his course free from interference
o mob him on the very night the students reached

eKC'leraent-

The

Assistant Bishop of the

here. Like letters were received bv other l)em- i ^'ocese very feelingly alluded to this matter and
crats in that vicinity, purporting to come from ! heartilJ thanked the students for their avoidance
of these exciting subjects. The degree of A.. B.
.hat everlasting “Vigilance Committee.”
W ith a knowledge of these facts, and without was conferred upon the graduating class, and
tn explanation as to the real character of the en- that of A. M. upon Henry M. Blac-kaller, Wylyss
:amprnent, it is no wonder the people were ex- Hall, Frank H. Hurd, J. Frank Ohl, an 1 \V.
ited. Riders were at once dispatched through j Thompson, in course; and the honorary degree
he whole country round, even to Millwood and i u!’on ^harles Messner. In the afternoon an adBladensburg, an d men were aroused from their ! dress wa8 de!ivered to
literary societies by
juiet slumbers, to whom the alarming news the Rev. II. N. Bishop of Chicago. His subject
.magnified roost terribly the farther it traveled.) — the “Moral Power”—was treated with marked
7as communicated, who at once arose, armed ability. The oration was attentively listened to
hemselves, and mounting their fleetest horses, by the audience and received with frequent ap
iroceeded to the “seat of war,” in double quick plause. After the oration the diplomas were
presented to the members of the respective so
ime.
The arrival of large holies of horsemen, with cieties in brief ami appropriate addresses by the
veil polished rifles upon their shoulders, during gentleman selected for that purpose. The excr
he latter part of the night, awakened the boys cises were then closed with a benediction by the
a realization of the fact that they were likely Bishop. After the audience had gone a meeting
0 have trouble Explanations and apologies ! °f lhe Allimni WRS heldi ne w officers were chosen,
vere speedily made by the encampment, and the ' and our townsman, Judge J. S. Davis, was se
ivading troops being satisfied, after a full inves lected President of the association. W. K. Ro
jgation, and inspection of the camp, that the gers was chosen Orator and Wylyss Hall Poet
inly fire-arms were wooden guns, and the only for the next commencement. It is a source of
lunitions of war were sundry kegs of heer and ^nieing among the friends of the institution to
lottles, with “something to take” in .em, they
that notwithstanding our country’s difficul, j .
. i
c
ties, -.t is scarce affected byJ them. There is a
aughed at the mistakes of the night ; and after 1
• giving
• ■
.ithree hearty
l
. ' prospect
of. a large class for the
initiug with .t
the .boys m
1
. ensuing
.
e year,
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• anaj .i
iheers
for
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Union
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Mural Tablet of Bishop Chase.

While iu Gambier the other day we took oc
casion to examine the Mural Tablet of Bishop
Chase, the founder of Kenyon College, recently
placed in Rosse Chapel, by order of the Episco
pal Church of the Diocese of Ohio. The Tab
let has been placed in a pannel in the wall to the
left of the pulpit. The work i3 executed in mar
ble, in basso-relievo, by an artist of Cleveland,
and from the many busts and paintings we have
seen of Bishop Chase, we should think that the
artist had succeded in making an excellent like
ness of that venerable prelate of the church.—
The Tablet occupies a space of about 4 by 12
feet, and is made of pure Italian and Egyptian
marble. It is an elegant and pleasing ornament
to Ros39 Chapel. A similar Tablet of Bishop
Mcllvaine, placed in the opposite pannel, in our
opinion would be highly appropriate.
Bishop Bedell.

Bishop Bedell preached in St. Paul’s Church,
Mt. Vernon, on Sunday evening, June 23d, be
fore a crowded audience. His sermon was very
eloquent and impressive. At the close of the
service the ordinance of Confirmation was per1
formed, and about twenty persons were received
into the Charch. It was a solemn and affeectiug
Keep Cool.

The real philosophy of life is to “ keep cool,”
at all times and under all circumstances. Don’t
get into a passion. Don't engage in heated dis
cussions about politics, the war, or any thijig
else. Drink lemonade, sit on the shady side of
the street, and go to Buschman’s and buy your
self a nice suit of summer clothing. Keep cool!
Fourth of July.

We are authorized and requested to say that
all the stores, shops, and business places in Mt.
Vernon will be closed on the Fourth of July.
Washington Club.

The Washington Club will celebrate their 5th
Anniversary, on the ever memorable Fourth, by
a Grand Pic Nic and Dance, at A. C. Elliotts
Island—the old place. The Declaration of In.
dependence will be read by W. F. 0 Rourke;
orations will be delivered by Hon. W. Dunbar
and S. J. Brent. Capt. William’s Zouaves and
Lafayett Fire Zouaves will join in the celebration,
and appear in full uniform. Dinner tickets at
a reduced price of 25 cts., omnbus fare each
way 10 cts.
The Toledo Blade says, the appointment
of Geo. True, of Ohio, as Consul to Funchal, is
announced. We presume the appointee is the
late Local Editor of the Blade, nvu acting as
Private Secretary of Brig. Gen. Hill.
Mr. True, until recently, was a resident of Mt.
Vernon. He is a young gentleman of fine liter
ary talents, and is an amiable, upright, and
honorable man, although a pretty ardent Repub
lican.

We have intelligence that the Knox
County boys arrived safely at Grafton, Ya-, and
lire “spoiling for a fight.” Aa Gov. Wise is
concentrating a large army at and near Phillip pi;
which is only 25 miles from Grafton, we think
it likely that our soldiers will be very apt to have
employment pretty soon.
Rev. A. D. Abbott will preach at the
Baptist Church, in Mt. Vernon, the first Sunday
in July, iih day, at the hours of morning and
evening service.

We this week
of the Law of Ohio .

Riibumatism can be permanently cured by “ Dr.
Leland’s Anti-Rheumatic Band.” Seo advertisement
of “Frciit Cure” in another column. June ll-w4

pet-ity of old Kenyon,

lasting thejquality of the contraband goods in '
le aforesaid kegs and bottles, they quietly de^- •
Union School.
mrted for their homes.
The pupils of the Public High School were
It is said that those who first reached the camp, ;
.examined in their several studies, on Friday,
returning home in th.e morning, met crowds .. ,
,
,
6
,
?
.
Monday and Tuesday, the 21st, 24th and 25th
f armed men, on toe various roads, moving to- ! i.
„
ult. lhe examinations were searching and imrards the “field of oattle, ready and anxious to
1 partial, and the several classes shewed themselves
lefend their friends and neighbors from assault,
_
.well posted, Tuesday arternoon was occupied
After learning the facts, tney
tire of course went no .
. ,
.
. ,. ,
,
r
[ u
‘
"
»
J
*
oy Rhetorical exercises of a high order, among
'arther.
which were the original orations of a class of
If the Collegians had in the first place ex»
five young men, who leave the school for college
plained the object of their visit to Mr. Wollison,
next year. Instrumental and vocal music added
,nd obtained his permission (which would have
greatly to the entertainment. We understand
teen readily given) to encamp in the woods, alj that the closing exercises of the other depart
zould have been right, and no needless alarm
ments were highly creditable to the teachers and
reated.
pupils, and satisfactory to the patrons of the
Had the expedition been of a hostile character,
schools.
re have no doubt but that one thousand armed
We may add that our High School, under the
ien wonld have been on the spot the next day,
repared for any emergency. This shows the judicious management of Mr. Mitchell, and his
jirit of the people during these exciting times, accomplished corps of assistant teachers, has
been in all respects a success, and has fully real
/(All’s well that ends well.”
ized the expectations of its most sanguine
We comply with the request of one of the friends.
tudents in giving place to the following comSt. Paul’s Sabbath School.
lunicationr
The Fifth Anniversary of St. Paul's Sabbath
Kenyon fLight Guards.
School, Mt. Vernon, took place on Sunday, June
The Students composing the Kenyon Light 23d. The Church was crowded on the occasion
;uards, by way of becoming used to some of the by scholars, teachers, parents, and citizens gen
icissitudes of a soldier’s life, camped outlast erally, and the proceedings throughout were
Jonday, a few miles from Gambier.
highly interesting and instructive. The exercises
They arrived at dusk at the spot chosen for consisted of music, addresses, presenting of offer
le occasion, a pleasant piece of woodland, and ings, distribution of books, &c. The chancel
oon the scene was diversified by the circle of was beautifully decorated with flowers, wreathes
nowy tents encompassing the huge watch file and evergreens. A fervent and appropriate
rhich shed its cheerful light over the groups prayer was offered by Rev. Dr. Muenscher, after
mattered around. The glitter of the uniforms, which Prof. Lathrop, of Kenyon College, deliv
he measured tread of the sentinels, and the fre ered a very happy address to the children. Aduent challenge, all served to heighten the ,scene,,, drefises were also delivered by Mr. Buckingham
nd remind one vividly of the pomp, pride and ; and Mr Delano. Ag thQ representatives of eacfa
ircumstance” of actual war are.
( c]aS3 canjQ forward and presanted their m;g3;on.
Visitors from the neighboring arm houses , ary offerings,contributed dunngtheyear.theywere
.on began to drop in, who informed the aston- received by the Rector, Rev. Mr. Bonto, in brief and
bed Company that it was understood in the suitable remarks. The total receipts lacked but a
^gftbnrhood that they were on a marauding ex- fraction of $160, which was the amount the
Tdition. They were assured that nothing of scholars aimed to reach. Gift books were dis
je kind was meditated, and that the intentions tributed by the pastor to those children who were
f the Guard3 were pacific in the extreme, and punctual in their attendance during the year, and
iey went away satisfied ; the Company suppos- every scholar in the school was also presented
that the mistake had originated in the idle with a book by the Superintendent, Mr. Delano.
)ara of some farmer’s wife.
V e may add that St. Paul's is one of the best
The drum soon beat the signal for retiring to conducted and most prosperous Sabbath Schools
inarters and the boys repaired to their tents, in the State of Ohio.
there they slept soundly, though far from softly,
The New State Loan.
firing the brief period which elapsed before
We are authorized to state that J.-Fkaxk An
turn
called
up
to
mount
guard.
jey were in
Nothing occurred to disturb the silence tiil at drews, Esq., Cashier of the Knox County Bank,
>ur o’clock A. M„ the sentry on duty perceived will act as agent for the State of Ohio, in re
ie approach of a number of horsemen, who, on ceiving monies from any person or persons who
waking with the officer in command, disclosed may wish to take shares in the now State Loan,
ie astounding fact that the Company had been authorized by law. From the moment the mon
mistaken for an armed body of secessionists, that ey is deposited with Mr. Andrews it will bear in
terest at ihe rato of 6 per cent, and will he free
alarm had spread through ailmost the whole
.
.unty, that two famides in the vicinity had left from all taxes whatsoever. M a thiux this
hoir homes and fled for protection to the Sofiya , oe a safe investment,

complete the publication

P. P. P.
PPUDKJLY PIASTERS.
They Impar t Strength; they Annihilate Pain.
RARIi
Park’s

hese delightful plas-

T

ters yield readily to the motion
of tho body, absorb perspiration and
throw of all the offensive coagulated
impuritios off the system. They
Porus
should be used for all Chronic Pains,
Prickly Faintness, Dyspepsia, Colds, Con
sumption, Rheumatism,
Female
Plasters Weakness, etc. They retain their
active properties whon other Plasters
Are Sold are useless, and where applied pain
cannot exist. Every family should
By All
Dealers have them. Ope siz-e on cloth, three
sizes ora leather. Sample sent by
From
mail, op receipt of 2.5 cents.
t to
D. S, BARNES, 13 A 1 5 Park Row
Dimes. N. Y.
April 16, 1861.

Patent

What stronger proof can be produced than the fol
lowing letter received unsolicited from Rev. A. W.
Curtis?
Romeo, Macomb co., Mich., July 9th, 1861.
Messrs. J. N. HARRIS & CO. Gentlemen:—The con
fidence I have in Perry Davis’ Pain Killer as a rem
edy for Colds, Coughs, Burns, Sprains and Rheuma
tism, for the cure of which I have successfully used
it, induces me to cheerfully recompiend its virtues to
others.
A few months ago I hail recourse to it to destroy a
felon; although I had never heard of its being used
for that purpose, but haying suffered intensely from
a former one, and having no other remedy at hand,
I applied the Pain Killer freely for about fifteen min
utes at evening, and repeated the application very
briefly the next morning, which entirely destroyed
the felon, and increased ipy confidence in the utility
of the remedy.
Yours truly,
A. W. Curtis.
Minister of the Wesleyan M.efchodist Church.
Pain Killer sold by A. W. Lippitt and James
Blanchard.
June ll:4w
Dr.Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bitters.—The
great success of this medicine has been an induce
ment for others to manufacture innumerable kinds
of Bitters, with which the whole country has for
many yea.rs been flooded, Tho number and variety
that has boon offered to the public, since the intro
duction of Dr. Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bitters,
may be counted by thousands; and not one of which
can he named, that was introduced even twenty
years later than the origin of this medicine. They
suddenly appeared, with flaming announcements of
their remarkable virtues, hut as quickly departed,
and were seen no more.
Sold by A. W. Lippitt and James Blanchard.

Tetter is a very troublesome eruption on the skin,
often attacking the face and hands. For this, all
that is necessary is to wash the parts thoroughly
from all discharge (if any should have accumulated),
and apply Dr. S. A. Weaver’s Cerato freely a fow
times, and tho cure is effected. One or two bottles
yyill generally cure fclie worst cases.
A lady in Now Jorsoy says that her hands and
arms wore affected with an acute tetter of long stand
ing, and it was spreading at the time she commen
ced the use of the medicine. She had the best modical treatment, and it did hor no good. She stopped
everything else and used hut one bottle of Cerate,
with some attention to diet, and it perfectly cured
her, and she is well yet.
It is sold by medicine dealers generally.
following is an extract from a letter written
by the Rev. J. S. Holmes, pastor of tho Pierrepoint
Street Baptist Church,Brooklyn, N. Y-, to the “Jour
nal and Messenger,” Cincinaatti, 0., and speaks vol
umes in favor of that WGrld-ranownod medicine, Mrs
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Children Teething: —
“We see an advertisement in your coluinnsof Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Now we noneyors&id
a word .in-favor of a patent medicine before in onr
life, but We feel compelled to say to your readers
that this is no humbug—we have had it, and know
it to be all it claims. It is probably one of the most
successful medicines of lhe day, because it is one of
too best. And i.hose of your readers who have ba
bies can’tdo belter than to lay iu a supply.”

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY GREAT CURE!
SIR JAMES CLARKE’S

This invaluable medicine is unfailing in the cure
of all those painful and dangerous diseases to which
the female constitution is subject. It moderates all
excess and removes all obstructions, and a speedy
cure may be reliod on.

TO JJABRIED l.ADIES

it is peculiarly suited. It will, in a short timo, bring
on the monthly period with regularity.
Each bottle, price One Dollar, bears the Govern
ment Stamp of Groat Britain, to provont counterfeits.

CAUTION .

These Pills should not be taken by females during
the FIRST THREE MONTHS of Pregnacy, as they
are sure to bring on Miscarriage, but at any other
time they are safe.
In ail cases of Nervous and Spinal Affections,
Pain in the Back and Limbs, Fatigue on slight ex.
ertion, Palpitation of tho .Heart, Hysterics and
Whites, these Pills will effect a cure when all ether
means have failed; and although a powerful remedy,
do not contain iron, calomel, antimony, or anything
hurtful to the constitution.
" Full directions in the pamphlet around each pack
age, which should be carefully preserved.
Sole Agent for the United States and Canada,
JOB MOSES, (Late I. C. Baldwin <t Co.,)
Rochester, N. Y.
N. B. $1,00 and 0 postage stamps enclosed to any
authorizod Agent, will insure a bottle, containing 50
Pills, by return mail.
Sold by
S. W. LIPPITT, Mt. Vernon.
Aug. 28, 1860-ly.

VEGETABLE

PAIN KILLER,
THE GREAT

FAMILY MEDICINE OF THE AGE

JV- "OT. LIPPITT,

IS THE ONLY REMEDY KNOWN FOR
RHEUMATISM, GOUT AND NEURALGIA

(□= WHOLESA.LB AND RETAIL DREGGIST.

AND A SURE CURE FOR

All Mercurial Diseases.

Mannfaclurcrs of—

Agents for—

Wholesale Dealers

1q—■

T is a conveniently arranged Band, containing a Lippitt’s Rat Exterminator,
Hostetter’s Bitters,
Coal Oil Stand Lamps,
medicated compound, to bo worn around tho Unrivalled Cough Syrup,
Boerhave’s
do.
Coal Oil Hanging Lamps,
Hofland’s
do.
Waist, without injury to the most delicate person Egyptian Plaster,
Coal Oil Sido Lamps,
Cephalic
Pills,
no change in habits of living is required, and it en Indigo Blue,
Coal Oil Lamp Chimneys,
tirely removes tho disease from the system, without Cholera and Diarhoee Cordial,
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, Chimney Brushes and Wioks,
Pratt A Butcher’s Magio Oil,
produoieg the injurious effects arising from the use Neuralgia Pills,
Lamp Shades and Globes,
of powerful internal medicines which weaken and Superior Writing Fluid.
Merchant’s Gargling
do.
Coal and Carbon Oil, in quautitiea
destroy the constitution, and give temporary relief
Clarke's Female Pills.
to suit purchasers.
only. By this treatment, the medicinal properties
contained in tho Band, come in contact with blood
I am now in tho reoelpt of the largest and most complete stock of FRENCH ZINC, PURE WHITK
and reaches thedisease through the pores of the skin, LEAD, Chrome Green, Dry and in Oil Varnish, and White Wash Brushes, ever brought to this market,
effecting in every instance a perfect cure, and re to which we invite attention of the trade.
stores the parts afflicted to a healthy condition.—
This band is also a most powerful Anti-Mercurial
Sand Paper, No. 0, 1. I J, 2, 2J,
agent, and will entirely relieve tho system from the Burnett’s Cocoane,
No. 1 Lnrd Oil,
Shoe Blacking and Brushes,
pernicious, effect of Mercury. Moderate cases are Woods’ Hair Restorative,
Sperm Oil,
Supporters, Trusses and Shoulder
cured in a few days, and we are constanlv receiving Chinese Lilley White,
Fish Oil,
braces,
testimonials of its efficacy in aggravated cases of Rouge Ball and Meen Fun,
Linseed Oil,
Scotch and Naoeoboy Snuff,
long standing.
Olive Oil,
Charcoal Tooth Paste,
Carriage
and Bathing Sponges,
Price $2,00,;to be had of Druggists generally, or can French,English and Am. Perfuin'ry
Neet’s Foot 0,iL
Carden, Field and Flower Seeds.
be sent by mail or express, with full directions for Transparent Bar Soap.
Castor Oil.
use to any part of the country, direct from the Prin
cipal office.
Physicians’ Prescriptions and Family Reoipes carefully compounded. Medicines warranted t<
No. 409 BROADWAY, New York.
be genuine, and of the best quality.

I

G. SMITH & CO. Sole Proprietors,

May 21-tf

N. B.—Descriptive Circulars Sent Free.
TK9S- Agents Wanted Everywhere
For sale by James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
May 14, 1861.

A. W. LIPPITT, City Drug Store.

“WY,

TT
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

New Firm.

DRUGGIST,

Boot, Shoe, Hat and Cap Store.
MORTON & SAPP
ESPECTFULLY inform the citizens of Mount
Vernon and vicinity, that they are now prepar
ed to suit every one in their line of business, at pri
ces that caan.o'iVe sold under.

R

NO- 1, BUCKINGHAM’S BUILDING.
Main Street, Mount Vernon, Ohio.

GO AND SEE
Their new stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all
sizes and styles. In addition to our other stock, we
have a splendid assortment of Hats and Caps of the
latest style’; Men’s and Boy’s Military Caps ; and
also, a good assortment of Hosiery and Gloves.
or
Shoe-makers will find it to be their interest to buy
their Leather and Findings at

Sundries.

Oils.

Toilet Articles.

Household Remedy—Everybody keeps it.

PERRY DAVIS’

OPPOSITE THE KENVON HOUSE.

Anti Rheumatic Band,

Celebrated Female Pills.
Prepared from a prescription of Sir J. Clarke, M.
P., Physician Extraordinary to the Queen.

LIPPITT’S CITY DRUG STORE,

Dlt. LELAND’S

WHERE MAY BE FOUND A COMPLETE STOCK OF
AKEN internally, it cures sudden Colds, Coughs,
<fcc., Weak Stomach General Debility, Nursing
Sore Mouth, Canker, Liver Coinplaint, Dispepsia
Indigestion, Cramp and Pain in the Stomach, Bowel
Complaint, Painter’s Cholic,ChoDra, Diarrhoea and
VARNISHES, TURPENTINE, BRUSHES, ALCOHOL,
Morton & Sapp’s Boot and Shoe Store,
Dysentery.
Applied externally, cures Felons, Boils and Old Corner of Main and Vine streets, Banning Building,
I5URXTYC FLI IIJ, CDIPSiEXE, PERFUMERY, FANCY ARTICLES, kf.
may 14
Sores, severe Burns and Scalds, Cuts, Bruises and Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Sprains, Swelling of the Joints, Ringworm and Tet
Country
Merchants
Dealers and Consumers can rely on the genuineness of all articles that come from my Establishter, Broken Breasts, Frosted Feet and Chilblains,
Impoiters or Manufacturers. All Goode (Warranted na
AN fit up their stock of Boots and Shoes, or any ment, as most of them are bought direct of the Impoi
Toothache, Pain in the Face, Neuralgia and Rheu
[July 17th, ]860-ly.
thing in our line, at Cleveland wholesale pri represented, and for sale as cheap as the cheapest.
matism.
ces,
[may 14]
MORTON & SAPP.
It is a sure cure for Ague, Chills and Feyer.
For Sore Throat, the Pain Killer used, mixed with
Custom Work.
WHS. JOB EVAN*
One Star That Never Goes Down- JOHN E. EVANS.
water, as a gargle, will cure, and it is used with great
ARTICULAR attention paid to manufacturing.
success in Diptheria.
Measured work and repairing done on the shor
MAIN ST., MT. VERNON, OHIO,
TSae S’aira Killer
test notice.
[may 14]
MORTON & SAPP.
Have now on hand a large stock of the
taken internally, should be adulterated with milk or
IMPROVED STEWART STOVES
water, or made into syrup with molasses. For a I3igSiIy Important from Chicago!
flOUGn so veral Stars that illumin-5
Cough, a few drops on sugar eaten will be more effec 6,000 McCormick’s Mowers and Reapers
ed
our
glorious
Flag
have
paled
in
tive than anything else.
in the Field !
r-y^i their hour of greatest prosperity,
See Printed Pirections, which accompany each bottle.
WENTY-FIVE THOUSAND SOLD, during the
The PAIN KILLER is by universal consent al
past six years, or an average of oyer four thou
lowed to have won for itself a reputation unsurpassed
sand each year. Sales have increased from 1,600
in the history of medical preparations. Its instanta in 1S54, to nearly 5,099 in 1860, being a larger num
neous effect in the entire eradication and extinction ber than is manufactured by any other single estab
^^ilias the pleasure of announcing to the
of PAIN, in all its various forms incidental to the lishment in the vorldi
World that HIS STAR nevrr goes down,!
human family, and the unsolicited written and ver
The subscriber has secured the agency for Knox
hut grows brighter and brighter each i
bal testimony of the masses in its favor, have been oounty for the above popular machine, which stands
succeeding year.
and are its own best advertisment.
at the head oi the list of Mowers and Reapers, as be
He has lately added to his immense '
What stronger proof of those facts can he produced ing flip most simple, durable and efficient machine
stock of
than the following letter, received unsolicited, from ever offered to the citizens of Knox co., all of which
REAPY MA PE CLO THING
REV. W. JACOBS :
he is willing to have proved by letting any farmer
a large and varied assortment of Cloths,
Newark, N. J. June 6th, 1860.
take one of his machines with any other io use thro’
Cassimeros
and Vestings of every disMessors. Perry Davis & Son—Gentlemen:—Allow harvest, he agreeing to buy one of the machines
cription and style, with every variety of
me, unsolicited, to send you a word of commendation when through harvest, giving him the choice of ma
Trimmings for the same. He has secured
for your Pain Killer. I have used it in my family chines, which to buy, and charging nothing for tho
the services of one of the best Cutters
these several years, and found it all it claims to be. use of “ the McCormick,” if he chooses to take the
TIIHE best now In use, which we will warrant t«
the State of Ohio can produce, and
For Rheumatism, Coughs Colds, Burns Cholera ten other. We are prepared to give all farmers who will
I give entire satire satisfaction. Also, a com
pledges the People to furnish them with
dencies and difficulties, as well as diseases generally give us a call, circulars, with any amount of testi
plete assortment of
as neat a fitting Suit of Clothes, made as
that prevail in families, I regard the Pain Killer as mony, from near home, that will satisfy them that
substantial and of as good material as
beyond all price, and as efficacious beyond any modi is tho machine to buy.
any Merchant Tailor in tho State.
cine within my knowledge, We keep it as our chief
For further information and a free sight of the
Ilis numerous customers are oordially
Of every variety of pattern, among which will h«
family medicine, and find its ijse in ordinary cases McCormick Mower and Reaper, call at the Hardware
invited to call and examine for them
found the
worih more than any doctor. The testimony of oth store of
C. C. CURTIS,
selves. He will be outdone by none in
ers among my acquaintances and friends is equally
FORTUNE STOVE,
may 7-m3
Main street, Mt. Vernon, O.
regard to quality or priee.
favorable. Many clergymen have spoken of it in the
The host Elevated Oven Cooking Stove now in ns*,
He
would
likewise
call
the
attention
of
MEDICAL,
highest terms as a family medicince. Missionaries
and warranted in every particular. Also, a variety
a the whole community to his large and
i« re pout.od inotancce have said to me in person and ri’tllE subscriber respectfully informs the eommuof other patterns.
fashionable stock of
I nity in and around Mt. Vernon, that she has
in their letters, that the Pain Killer was by far the
We have also a good variety of Low Oyen Stoyee,
READY-MADE CLOTHING!
best medijcino used in heathen lands, and they use it settled in said place as a regular practising Physi
among which will be found the
consisting in part of
for themselves and families, and administer it to oth cian, having graduated in Philadelphia, and as such
OAK
COATS, PANTS AND VESTS,
ers around them, Thus much I am inclined to say solicits patronage, especially from the femaleportion
of every discription, also a good and
Tho bpstnow in use. Also the improved Self-Regnas an act of justice to yourselves, and as a benefit to of society. Her rooms are in Hill’s Building, corner
well selected assortment of
lator. Improved Parlor Cook, Plate and Cylinder
others. You are at liberty to use this testimonial, if of Main and Gambier streets, entrance between Tay
Stoves for stores and shops, plain and fancy Grates,
lor & Gantt’s and Munk’s stores.
of any service.
Rev. W. B. JACOBS,
Sad Irons, Britannia, Tin, Copper and Japanned
She will also proscribe for, and furnish medicines
Late Editor Christian Chronicle
such
as
Shirts,
Drawers,
Suspenders,
Ware; Pumps, Lead Pipe, Washboards,Tubs. Wood
to those persons and children, free of charge, who
Handkerchiefs,
Neofc
Ties,
Collars,
Scarfs
en Buckets, Churns, Stoves, Corn Baskets, Broome,
will call at her office, on Monday, Wednesday and
Beware Of All Imitations!
1^^ Hosiery, <fec., <fce.
and all kinds of Housefurnishing Goods too numer
Saturday
of
each
week,
from
11
to
12
o
’
clook,
A.
M.,
The Pain Killer is sold by all respectable Druggists
ous to mention.
JANE PAYNE, M. D.
throughout the U. States and in Foreign Countries. until further notice,
May 2S-2m
Trunks, Carpet Sacks, Valices, UmbrelPrice 25 ets., 50 cts., and $1, per bottle.
'
las, all of the best quality, which he will
J. N. HARRIS <t Co.,
We are still doing all kinds of Jobbing iu Tin,
WALKER
’
S
UNION
WASHER.
sell as low as aDy Establishment in the
Proprietors fop the VSestern and Southern S.tates,
Copper and Sheet-Iron, on short notice and at low
West.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
rates.
Mr. S. W. KERSHNER has the >le charge
HORACE WELSH,
Please call before purchasing elsewhere
Sold Wholesale and Retail by James Blanchard,
of the Jobbing Department.
ESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of
LCOK OUT FOR THE STAR
S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon: It. S.Trench, Gambier;
We have for sale the right of Hall’s Patent
Knox and tho adjoining counties that he is the
Main Street, two doors north of Gambier
N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague & Ilosac, Fred
LIGHTNING RODS,
agent for tho manufacture and sale of WALKER’S Street. Mt. Vernon, O,hio.
ericktowu ; W. T- MoMufion, MiUwood; S. W. Sapp, CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which, he hesi
which wo put up on short notice.
Apr.2, lS61:tf
L. MUNK.
Danville.
May 11-flm
Remember the place, at the Old 3tand of J$b
tates not to say is the
Evans, two doors South of the Catarsct House.
Best Washing Machine
Spring and Summer Remedy.
April 2,1861:tf.
JOHN E. EVANS A CO.
now in use in the country. These machines are
manufactured at Cooper’s Foundry, in Mt. Vernon,
Good for the Stomach.
andarjc sold at extremely low prices. Read the fol
Sign of tbe Red Flag,
DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S
lowing certificate of persons well known in this com
Main Street, next door to J. E. Woodbridge,
munity :
SHERRY WINE BITTERS,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Feb. 4th, 1861.
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO,
The Celebrated New England Remedy We the undersigned, would recommend G. Walk
FOR
er’s Union Washer as one of the most desirablo im
Opening
HABITUAL CONSTIPATION,
plements of household economy ; and believe that it
OF A
Jiinn<lice, Fever and Ague. General Debility stands unequaled for ease of operating,for perfection
and all Diseases arisintg from n Disorder^
and expedition in washing, and for the comfort and
ed Stomach, l.ivt i', or Dowels,
HEY are used and recommended by leading health of the operator, freeing them from the inju
rious effects of stqoping, soaking, steaming, and in
Physicians of the country, and all who try them haling into tho lungs tho nauseating and health de
II
HE undersigned takes pleasure in
pronounce them invaluable.
announcing to the citizens of Knox
Dr. JAMES L. LEEPERE, writes from Navarre, stroying fumes of the wash.
L.
M.
Watson,
L.
M.
Fowler,
and the surrounding counties, that he
Stark Co., Ohio, “the Bitters are highly praised by
Robert Watson,
Henry Ransom,
has just opened at the above stand, re
those suffering from indigos lion, dyspepsia and liver
William
Bartlett,
Ellen
Ransom,
cently
occupied by N. Epsstein a large
complaint.”
J. B. Staunton,
Wm. Wallace Wade,
and magnificent stock of
E. S. DAVIS, Postmaster at Williamsport, Ohio,
dztboth male and female
Ilellen
M.
Staunton,
Mary
E.
Wade,
says, “they givo great satisfaction. I use them my
Win. B. Beardsley,
E. Hildreth,
self, having taken cold, become prostrate and lost my
Dorcus Beardsley,
A. W. Hildreth,
appetite. It relieved me, and I can recommend it
y/p), Blair.
Geo. W. Jackson,
with groat assurance of its merits.”
Also, a large and.complete stock of Mens’
TO CLOTHE THEMSELYEt
March 5, ’61:tf.
Dn. WM. M. KERR, of Rogersville, Ind., writes
and Boys’
ug that they are the most valuable medicine offered.
ready-made
GROVER & BAKER, STILL AHEAD!
IIo has reoommended them with great success, and
with them made several oures of palpitation of the
heart and general debility.
Hats, Caps, Trunks, Vali.oes, &c. Also, j
THOMAS STANFORD, Esq., Blountsville, Henry
a large assortment of
Co., Ind., writes us a long letter, under date of May
3, 1860. He was much reduced, having been afflict
In endless variety, and all of the very
ed for three years with great nervous debility, pal
best description.
pitation of the heart of the most severe and pros
Having constantly a buyer in the East
trating character, “after using a few bottles I was
I have every advantage of the market;,
completely restored, and’am now in robust health.’
and as I buy all my goods for cash, I a;n ,
GEORGE W. HOFFMAN says he was afflicted
enabled to sell at
,
with rhumatism for twenty years, in all its various
forms, and at the date of his letter he had been two
h
years well; the Bitters effecting the cure, when
Than any other establishment in this ; hh
several physicians could do him no good.. He says,
section of country. My goods are as } //
“for rhumatism, dyspepsia, liver complaint, kidney
well, (if not better) made than any in the j
affection, or dropsy, it is a specific certuin remedy.”
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES!
State, being all manufactured under my j I—i
J. W. HUNT writes from Delphos, Allen Co., 0.,
PERFECT
New
and
Improved,
Noiseless
own supervision, by the most experien- i
(a section where Fever and Ague prevails,) that he
Grover <fc Baker Sewing Machine, for $40 !'.!
eed magter workmen. I can therefore
most cheerfully recommends them of decided merit
Tho only Company that manufactures the two vari safely say that I
in all cages of FEVER AND AGUE, DYSPEPSIA,
They have Just Received a
eties of Machines. Pouble Lock and Single Lock or
AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
j
Shuttle
Stick! Victory after Victory ! I !
D. K. GALLEIIERS, M. D., writes from Van
Having
always
on
hand
a
large
stock
i
0
Intelligence reaches us from all parts of tho Un
Wert, Ohio, “ I most respectfully recommend the
of goods, I am prepared to manufacture !
Sherry Wine Bitters to the notice of Dyspeptic per ion of victories achieved over Singer’s, Wheeler
to order, at the shortest notice,
!
Large and Splendid Stock of
sons, and to all whorequiro a stimulating medicine. Wilson’s and all other Competing Machines.
EVERY ARTICLE CALLED FOR! O
The Prince of Wales selected Grover
Baker
Such News we are receiving Daily'.
AT A CLOTHING STORE,
|
Machines.
The
Chines
e
Embassy
selected
them,
Full Particulars Accompany Each Bottle,.
and I will guarantee that all my work i a
and all woll regulated families have, or should have
They are sold by Medicine Dealers generally.
will give entire satisfaction. My motto j Pw
one, because they make less noise, are more simple, n
Price 75 cts. per bottle. J. N. II VRRIS
CO.
Gf
is : “ Quick sales anil small profits.” “I I
run
with
groiiter
speed,
and
less
friction,consequent

Cincinnati, Ooio, Proprietors for the Southern and
ly are more durable than other machines. They
■ study to please."
_
!
Western States, to whom address all orders.
pSS" Remember the place—Sign of i
For sale by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon, 0.; James also make the most beautiful and elastic stich or
the Red Flag, Main street, Mt. Vernon, i
Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier; N. seam, which is fastened when it leaves the Machine.
ap 9:tf
D. H. ARNOLD.
Dayton, Martinsburg; Moct.aguo $ Ilosac, Frede I shall not hesitate to warrant every Machine sold.
A
word
to
the
wike
is
sufficient.
Call
and
get
circu

WHICH, FOR BEAUTY AND CHEAPNESS
ricktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp,
Danville; Roberts & Samuel, Columbus. [May 11-6 lar and examine for yourselves.
CANNOT BE SURPASSED!
We are pretty familiar with the merits of the lead
ing machines, and for family use we prefer Grocer
Fori Sumter Evacuated.
& Baker.—Ohio Farmer.
MOUNT VERNON!’.
HE evacuation of Fort Sumter by the United
Maohine thread, Silk and Cotton constantly on
States does not say that E. WILCOX has eva hand. Also, Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale,
G. & \V. D. BROWNING
WILLIAM CILIH,
cuated his old stand ou Main street, over Brownat
’s tho MUSIC STORE, 2d door below Knox Co.
Late of the Arm of BEAM & MEAD, having located
Jewelry Store, where he still remains and expects Bank.
SAMUEL P. AXTELL.
himself on the
N. B. Being desirous of going out of the Boot and
to conduct his business as heretofore, in all its vari
Nov. 27, 1860.
EAST SIDE OF MAIN STREET, ONE DOOR Shoe Trade, wo will dispose of the same at COST.
ous branches. Garments of ail descriptions cut and
SOUTH OF LIPPITT’S DRUG STORE,
Mt. Vernon, May 7, 1861.
G. <t fl.D.B.
made to order on short notice, and as durable as can
Valuable Farm For Sale.
bo done at any other Tailor Shop on this side of the QCAfA ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence, and nearly opposite the KENYON HOUSE, trusts
his
friends
and
the
publio
generally,
will
not
fail
to
mountains, and in the latest stylo, according to eas 01/0 200 cleared, and under good state of culti
tern fashions.
vation, and containing agood frame Dwelling house, find him and his now location, with a good stock of
Garments Cleaned and Repairou in the best man two tenant-houses, two good barns, two good stables,
o. A. MrllONll.ll,
ner and on short notice. Cutting dono to suit cus and two orchards of grafted fruit, situate in
UCCESSOR to Power & McDonald, respectfully
AT CASH PRICES.
tomers. Feeling thankful to his old customers for
Morris Township, Knox Co. Ohio,
announce*
to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and
In Goods, Prices and Attention, he shall aim to please
their liberal support heretofcre received, he solicits
vioinity, that ho still continues to take Ambrotypea
a continuance of the same, and asks as many new 6 miles from Mt. Vernon, and 34 miles from Frede- and merit a share of the public patrouags.
Melainotypos,in the best style of art, at his room*
April 23. 1861.
icktown, Said premises are well situated, and are
ones as feel they can trust him with their work,
in Woodward Block. From a long experience In
watered with seven good springs, and two large
an 9:tf
E. WILCOX.
business
he flatters himself that he will give entire
IMKsoJutfon.
streams of running water. Said land will he sold all
HE. partnership heretofore existing between satisfaction to all who may favor him with bu»inei«
in one lot, or divided into one hundred acre lots to
Prints.
Wm. Beam and David W. Mead, partners under Prices as low as the lowest. Please give me a call
HE best Merrimack Calico and American Prints suit purchasers, and sold on time.
before engaging pietnrcsolsewbcre.
[maylt/.
the name, firm and style of Beam A Mead, is this
jan 22-tf
DAVID BRADDOCK.
are only 10 cts. a yard at
day dissolved by mutual consent. All those owing
April 16.'
WARNER MILLER’S.
Wall
Paper.
said
firm,
either
by
note
or
book
account,
will
make
TAKE NOTICE.
T^TARNER MILLER has a large and beautiful
RY GOODS at COST, from January 1. 1861.__ immediate payment to Wm. Beam orp. V . Mea .
PATENT OFFICE AGENCY,
lot of Wall Paper, and certainly very ohe^».
April i.mn...
Call every body at WARNER MILLER’S.
Opposite the Weddell House, Cleveland, Ohio.
He al so has Window Paper, OR Shades, <£o. apr If-I jan 22
w. u. BUUBiDCE
[May5.J
j. nRaiNaun.

T

Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Paints, Oils, Dye Stuffs,

C

JOHN E. EVANS & CO.,

P

■JT

T

MUNK

Cooking & Parlor Stoves!

o

STOVE!

FURNISHING GOODS,

India Rubber Coats and Leggins,

JOBBING.

R

Mammoth Clothing Hall!

TEN

VOLUNTEERSI

XEWFIilM'EW GOODS, SEW PRICES!

T

THOUSAND

T

?

Cloths, Cassimcres and
Vestings.

CLOTHING!

IX XEXV AXD BEAU1FLL GARMEXTS,

Gents’ Furnishing Goods, j

SIR

BROWNINGS'!

Mwas mcas . I S

A

Defy Competition !

NEW STORE!

T

AMBKOTOTS AND xMELAIKOTYPES.

NEW GOODS

S

T

T

D

KrfMUM

«

LAWS OF OHIO.

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.
I). C. MONTGOMERY

Ml. VERNON BUSLNESS.

servieos as the said court shall doom just aud prop
er, and the witnesses shall be allowed the same

^WOT^AND^SHOES.

PROF. O. J. WOOD’S

Scrofula, or King’s Evil,

RESTORATIVE CORDIAL

is a constitutional disease, a corruption of the blood,
fees as aro by law allowed to witnesses in civil ac
ATfflRAEY AT LAW,
by which this fluid becomes vitiated, weak, and
tions: nnd such fees shall be taxed by tho rofereos
AND
rV BLISUKD BY AUTHORITY.
Banning Building .over N. McGiffiw s Shoe Store,
poor. Being in the circulation, it pervades the
and returned with thoir report.
BLOOD
RENOVATOR.
Sec. 6. If said lease shall be adjudged to be for
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
whole body, and may burst out in disease on any
S precisely what its name indicates, for while
feited, the said lessee or lossees shall immediately
Spccialattention given to the collection of claims,
part of it. No organ is free from its attacks, nor
AN ACT
FOR
pleasant to the taste, it is revivifying, exhilara
rifo T9’
surrender up peaceable possession of said public
and
tho
purchase
and
sale
of
Real-Estate.
is
there one which it may not destroy. The scrofu
l’o provide for leasing the public works, of the
ting and strengthening to the vital powers. It also
Works, and of all property of the state appertain
lous taint is variously caused by mercurial disease,
State.
revivifies,
reinstates
and
renews
the
blood
in
all
its
ing thereto to the board of publio works, and shall
HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:
low living, disordered or unhealthy food, impure
original purity, and thus restores and renders the
-It enacted by the General AieemMy of the also be liable on bis or their bond; and if any les
640 acres in Osage county, Missouri.
air, filth and filthy habits, the depressing vices,
MEHT,
seo or lesseos or any employee, under him or them,
system invulnerable to attacks of disease. It is the
606 aores in Warren oounty, Missouri.
State of Ohio, as tallows:
and, above all, by the venereal infection. What
shall refuse to deliver up the publio works, when
only preparation ever offered to the woild in a popu
Section I. That the governor, auditor and
802 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
ever be its origin, it is hereditary in the constitu
lar form so as to he within the reach of all.
treasurer of state be, nnd they are hereby author said lease shall be declared or held forfeited in ac
125
acres
in
Hardin
county,
Ohio.
tion, descending “ from parents to children ur.to the
So chemically and skillfully combined as to bo the
ized and required as hereinafter provided, to lease, cordance with the provisions of this act, (or any
40 acre lot in Hardin county, Ohio.
property of the state appertaining thereto,) or
third and fourth generation
indeed, it seems to
most powerful tonic, and yet so perfectly adapted so
for the torm of ton years, from the day of the ap
WOMEN,
“83 acres in Mercer county; Ohio.
shall
resist
any
membor
of
the
board
of
public
be the rod of Ilim who says, •* I will visit the
as to act in perfect accordance with the laws of nature,
proval of the bond herein required, the public
marl
works,
or
other
officer
employed
under
said
board,
iniquities of the fathers upon their children.
and hence soothe the weakest stomach and tone up the
works of the state, consisting of the Miami and
in the execution of his duty, aftor said forfeiture
CABINET business.
Erleeanal, Ohio canal, Walhonding eanal, Hocking
digestive organs, and allay all nervous and other ir
Its effects commence by deposition from the
is duly declared, ho or they shall upon conviction
canal, Sandy and Beaver canal, Muskingum Im thereof, bo fined in any sum not less than one hun
ritation. It is also perfectly exhilarating in its effects
blood of corrupt or ulcerous matter, which, in the
provement, and Western Reserve nnd Maumee dred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, or
and yet it is never followed by lassitude or depres
lungs, liver, and internal organs, is termed tuber
iTosotdIi. S3road, and all the sido-cuts, feeders, reservoirs,
fTlAKES pleasure in announcing to the citizens of sion of spirits. It is composed entirely of vegeta
cles ; in the glands, swellings ; and on the surface,
be imprisoned in the oounty jail not exceeding six
lock houses, collectors’ offices' weigh-locks and months, or both, at the discretion of the court.
_L Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he continues to bles, and those thoroughly combining powerful tonic
eruptions or sores. This foul corruption, which
looses of surplus water oouueoted with the samo or
MISSES,
carry
on
the
and
soothing
properties,
and
consequently
can
never
Sec. 1 • The lease provided for in section throe
genders in the blood, depresses the energies of life,
appertaining thereto, and owned by the state,.for
injure. As a a sure peventive and cure of
CABINET
MAKING
BUSINESS,
cf
this
act,
when
executed
and
delivered,
shall
for
so that scrofulous coiustiiutious not only suffer from
the purpose of being used in connection therewith,
In all its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of CONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS, INDIGES
the
term
aforesaid
vest
in
said
lessee
or
lessees
such
scrofulous complaints, but they have far less power
with the right to havo additional surplus water;
Main street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where TION, DYSPEPSIA, LOSS OF APPETITE,
rights, privileges and franchises now exercised by
By the use of these Pills the periodic attacks of to withstand the attacks of other diseases; con
and all moneys derivod from the leasing of said
will
be
found
Bureaus,
Tables,
Chairs,
Bedsteads,
FAINTNESS, NERVOUS IRRITABILI
the stale, as may be necessary to manage, control
Nervous or Sick Headache may be prevented ; and sequently, vast numbers perish by disorders which,
public works shall be paid into the treasury of the
Washstands, Capboards, Ac., Ac.
■
and keep iu proper repair the publio works, and
TY, NEURALGIA, PALPITATION OF
if taken at the commencement of an attack imme although not scrofulous i» their nature, are still ren
state.
.
„ ...
Collect
tolls
tor
the
navigation
of
the
same,
to

THE
HEART,
MELACHOLY,
HY

diate
relief from pain and sickness will he ob dered fatal by this taint in the system. Most of
rtto. 2. Immediately after the passage of this
UNDERTAKING.
gether with the right to appoint superintendents
a t the sai.l governor, auditor and treasurer shall
POCHONDRIA, NIGHT SWEATS,
tained.
the consumption which decimates the human family
I
have
provided
myself
with
a
new
and
splondid
collector*, inspectors, look tenders, woigh masters,
tdvertiso the said publio works, with their appurAND
LANGUOR, GIDDINESS, AND
They seldom fail in removing the Nausea and has its origin directly in this scrofulous contamina
Hearse, and will be ready to attend funerals when
ac aiiees as specified in the first section cf this act,
and such other officers and agents as may bo nec
THAT
CLASS
OF
CASES
SO
Headache
to
which
females
are
so
subject.
tion ; and many destructive diseases of the liver,
ever called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand
essary, nd such superintendents, collectors and
tt.be let for the term of ten years, at publio auoFEARFULLY FATAL CALL
They act gently upon the bowels, removing Cos kidnoya, brein, and, indeed, of all the organs,
and made to order.
J- S. MARTIN.
tiun, in the rotunda of the state house, iu tbeoity
other officers, and agents shall have and exercise
ED FEMALE WEAKNESS,
tiveness.
from or arc aggravated by the same cause.
feb8;tf
o’ Columbus between the hours of 10 o’clock, A.
the same power aud authority in the collection
AND IRREGULARITIES.
For Literary Men, Students, Delicate Females,
One quarter of ell our people are scrofulous;
11., aad 4 o’clock, P* M . on the day of lotting, of tolls and water rents, and the levy of fines a3
Dr.
B.
McBRIAR,
THERE
IS
NOTHING
ITS
EQUAL,
and all persons of sedentary habits, they are valu their persons are invaded by tin* 1 Hiking infection,
which shall be onjthe twenty-ninth day of May, A.
can now, by law, be exercisod by gimjlar officers
Also,
Liver
derangements
or
Torpidity
and
Liver
able
as
a
laxative,
improving
the
appetite,
giving
1). lbdl; and said advertisement shall be published
and their health is undermined by it. To cleanse
and agents appointed by the State, and Said les
Complaints, Diseases of the Kidney, or any general tone and vigor to the digestive organs, and restor
in two newspapers printed, and of general circula see or lessees shall be governed by the rules and
A Large Stock and eheap at
it from the system we must renovate the blood
derangement of the Urinary organs.
ing
the
natural
elasticity
and
strength
of
the
whole
tion, in each of the cities of Cincinnati, Cleveland,
MILLER A WHITE’S.
by an alterative medicine, and invigorate it bj
regulations for navigating the canal and Muskin
It will not only cure the debility following Chills system.
Dayton, Columbus, Toledo and Zanesville, whioh
Surgeon
Mt. Vernon, May 1 7, 1860-tf.
healthy food and exercise. Such a medicine w<
gum Improvement now in force, subject to such
OULD respectfully inform the citizens of Mt. and Fever, but prevent all attacks arising from Mias
adveitisemont shall he continued in the papers
The
CEPHALIC
PILLS
are
the
result
of
long
alterations and addiions as may hereafter be es
aforesaid until the time cf said letting, and shall
Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per matic influences, and cures the diseases at once, if investigation and carefully conducted experiments, supply in
J. B. MILLER,
tablished
by
law
or
the
board
of
public
works,
describe the works to be let, speoify the time and
manently located in Mt. Vernon, for the purpose of already attacked.
not incou. istent with tho terms of the lease here
TRAVELERS should have a bottle with them, as having been in us* many years, duriDg which time
place of letting the same, and the terms upon
practicing his Profession in the best and most sub
they have prevented and relieved a vast amount of
in
provided
fur.
PAPER
HANGER,
FANCY
GILDER,
Ac.,
which said works aro to he let. And the said gov
stantial style of the art, and I would say to those it 'will infallibly prevent any deleterious conse pain and suffering from Headache, whether origi
Sec. 8. The said lesseo or lts:ees of the pub
No. 109 otn St., up Stairs,
ernor, auditor and treasurer, on the said twentywho may favor mo with their patronage, that my quences following upon change of climate and water. nating in the nervous system or from a deranged the most effectual remedy which the medical skill
lic
works,
shall
receive
all
materials
provi
led
cr
As it prevents costiveness, strengthens the diges
Mount Vernon, Ohio. work shall and will compare both in beauty and du
ninth day of May, A. D. 1861, and betweon the
of our times can devise for this every where pre,
ilded side and top lights, window rability with any in the State. I would also say to tive organs, it should be in the hands of all persons state of the stomach.
hours of 10 o’clock A. M., and 4 o clock, P. M., oontraoted for, and boats soiws, tool3, imple
They are entirely vegetable in theircomposition, vailing and fatal malady. It is combined from thi
tiiarof, and at the place aforesaid shall proceed, at ments; horses, mules, and other property now
Curtains, Dooorative Paper Hanging, Ao., Ac. those who are afflicted with Diseased mouths, that of sedentary habits.
belo
:ging
to
and
used
by
the
state
on
said
pub

->ublic auction, to let said publio works, for the
LADIES not accustomed to much out-door exer and may be taken at all times with perfect safety most active remedials that have been discovered fo:
Lund Scape Painting dono to order.
Pictures
I am prepared to treat all diseases of the mouth un
without making any change of diet, and the ab the expurgation of this foul disorder from the blood
term of ton years, as aforesaid, to the person or lio works iR their appraised value, which ap framed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable der any form. Also to remove tumors from the cise should always use it.
persons who, in consideration of the tolls, fines, praisement shall be mado by three judicious dis terms. Stencoling in paper or metal neatly ex mouth or antrum. All operations warranted, and
MOTHERS should use it, for it is a perfeot relief, sence of any disagreeable taste renders it easy to and the rescue of the system from its destructivj
interested persons to be appointed as fellows:
water rents, and revenaes to be derived therefrom,
taken
a
month
or
two
before
the
final
trial,
she
will
admiuister them to children.
ocuted.
consequences. Hence it should lie employed
moderate charges. I have taken a lease of my pres
one by the lessee or lessees, one by the board of
snail bid to pay the highest annual rent therefor to
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS !
P. S. Blocklettors cut to order.
the cure of not only scrofula, but also those othe
ent suit of rooms from Dr. Russell, for five years pass the dreadful period with perfeot ease and safety.
public works and the third by the governor: and
be paid in scrai-aunual payments, in advance, iu
There is uo mistake About it,
The genuine have five aignatures of Henry C. affections which arise from it, such as Enurav:
May 22, 1860.
with
the
refusal
of
ten.
The
host
of
references
pay to the statot their appraised value at such
each year during the torm of said lease; Provided
THE CORDIAL IS ALL WE CLAIM FOR IT!! Spalding on each Box.
and Skin Diseases, St. Anthony’s Fire, Rose
aan be <riven.
[June 19, 1860.
times and in such sums as may bo determined
tuatuo bid shall be rocoired unless the psrson or
THE CATARACT
Mothers Try It.
Sold by Drofigists and all other Dealers in Med or Erysipelas, Pimpi.us, Pustules, Blotches
upon by said appraisers.
persons making the same shall have first deposited
And to you we appeal, to detect the illness or de icines.
REMOVAE.
Blains and Boils, Tumors, Tetter and Sal
Sec. 9. Whenever it shall become necessary in
with the auditor cf state, in money or in stocks of
cline not only of your daughters before it be toeA Box will besentby mail,prepaid, on’receipt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Rheumatism
order to repair, protect, or reconstruct any part To tho People of Knox County and espe>
the State of Ohio, or of the United States, the
late, but also your sons and husbands, for while the of the
of
the
public
works
of
the
state,
or
to
prevent
C.
M.
KELSEY,
cially the Ladies.
Syphilitic mid Mercurial Diseases, Dropsi
DR
rum of twenty thousand dollars, upon the condi
former from false delicacy, often go down to a pre
PRICE, 25 CENTS.
injury to tho property of any person or persons,
tions following, to-wit- That he or they will, on
HAVE been for several years on the look out for
Dyspepsia, Df.htlity, and, indeed, all Complaint
mature grave, rather than let their condition he
or corporation, occasioned through or by tho pub
All orders should be addressed to
sheir part, enter into an indenture of lease of said
a good Washing Maohine. I have had several
arising
from Vitiated or Impure Blood. Th
AS taken for a term of years the rooms former known in time, the latter are often so mixed up with
lic works, to appropriate to the state, the prop
HENRY C. SPALDING,
public works with the State of Ohio, if the same
tried in my family and found some that did pretty
popular belief in “ impurity of the blood ” is foundei
the excitement of business, that if it were not for
ly
occupied
by
N.
N.
Hill,
immediately
over
erty of any person or persons, or corporations, or
48
Cedar
Street,
New
York.
sha ll be struck off to him or them, and also give a
well as long as they kept in order. But they all
in truth, for scrofula is a degenerntien of thehlooc
you, they too, would travel in the same downward
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s, where he will prosecute the
bond payable to the Stato of Ohio, in the sum of easoment in, to or over the samo, the same shall
soon failed in this respect and some shook them
The particular purpose and virtue of this Sarsapt
various duties of his profession with an experience path until it is too late to arrest their final fall.—
two hundred thousand dollars, with five or more be done in accordance with the provisions of tho
THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENTS OF
selves to pieces.
But the mother is always vigilant, and to you we
rilla is to purify and regenerate this vital Suit
sufficient sureties, to the satisfaction of tha gover existing laws and tho compensation assessed for
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machino ope of over 16 years oonstant practice, and an acquain confidently appeal; for we aro sure your never-failing
without which sound health is impossible in cor
tho property so appropriated shall be paid into tho
nor, auditor and treasurer of state, and renewable
rated by Mr. Eiswald the inventor, and was struck tance with all the late improvements in the art, he affection will unerringly point you to PROF. WOOD’S
taminated constitutions.
every two years, or oftener if the governor, audi treasury by the lessee or lessees for the use and ben
with its simplicity; and especially with the fact that feels confident of giving entire satisfaction. The RESTORATIVE CORDIAL AND BLOOD RENOefit
of
the
party
to
whom
tho
property
thus
appro

tor and treasurer of state shall think the sureties
there was no shaking motion to it. It had no more best skill of the profession warranted to be exercised OATOR as the remedy which should be always od
insufficient, conditioned, that tho said lessee or priated belonged.
WILL CONVINCE ALL WHO SUFFER FROM
tendency to rattle to pieces than a grindstone, or a in every ease.
AYER’S
Sec. 10. That said lessee or lessees shall not as
lessees shall perform all the covenants of said lease
On hand large stock of Dental Material lately hand in time of need.
spinning wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his
O.J. WOOD, Proprietor, 444 Broadway,New York,
on their part to bo performed, and will pay all sign their le .so or any interest therein without the
procured
from
the
east.
maohine to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough
damages suffered by the state or individuals, by assent of t e board of pbblic works thereto, entered
Entrance on Main srtet, betweeen Taylor, Gantt and 114 Market Street, St. Louis, Mo., and sold by That a speedy and sure cure is within ’heir reach.
reason of his or their failure to do so; and in de in writing on said lease, and upon the journal of trial in my family, and also in some others; and be
all good Druggists. Price One Dollar per Bottle.
As these testimonials were unsolicited by Mr. Spalding,
Co.’s and L. Munk’s Clothing Store.
came
so
well
satisfied
with
its
merits
that
I
purchas
fault of said lesseo or lessees entering into said in said board, and in every such assignment the as
For sale by Jas. Blanchard, Mt. Vernon.
they afford unquestionale proof of the efficacy
April 19, 1859-tf
ed the patent right for several counties.
FOR THE SPEEDY CURE OF
signee shall be held to haae assumed all liabilities
denture of lease, and giving said bond, the deposMay 7, 1861.
of this truly saientiffe discovery,
These machines are now maeufacturod at tho Ko
Intermittent. Fcvar, or Fever
Agni
to the state of tho original lessee or lessees under
lte so made as aforesaid shall bo absolutely forfeit
Masonville, Conn., Feb. 5, 18G1.
X
j
ZEJ-WXJS
’
Remittent
Fever, Chill Fever, Rnnih Agui
kosing
Iron
Works,
by
Buckingham
A
Co.,
and
ed to and become the proporty of tho state: and
this act, aud be governed in every particular as i y
Mr. Spalding—Sir: I tried your Cephalic Pills, Periodical lleadin he. or Biliona Headache
can confidently recommend tnem as the best ma
provided furthor, that no railroad company shall this act tho original lessee or lessees aro now bound
and I like them so well that I want you to send me and Bilious Fcvera, indeed for the whol
chine for washing that I ever saw. They will wash
in any manner become party to said bids, or be in eo far as he same may be applicable thereto but
class of diseases originating in hiliory de
I desire to inform the public that my
two dollars worth more.
any amount of clothes from a shirt collar to half
such assignment shall in no manner diminish or afterested therein or in said lease; and it shall be
caused hy the .’Kalurin of Alins
Part of these are for the neighbors, to whom I rftu^cmrnt,
Splendid Suit of Photograph Rooms
dozen shirts, without tearing orwearingthem. They
ct the liability of the original lesseo or lessees or the
unlawful for the lessee or lessees ef said public
mntic Countries.
gave a few out of the first box I got from you.
are not liable to get out of order and will last
works, or their assigns, during the continuance of sureties on their bond.
We are enabled here to offer the community a ren
ARE COMPLETED!
Send the Pills by mail, and oblige
lifetime.
gBC. 11. Whenever in the opinion of tho lessee
the term of said lease, to sell or assign the same or
edy which, while it cures the above complaints wit
And now open for the reception of visitors. It is
Your ob’t Servant.
or iessee3 of any of the water power on said canals
any interest therein, to any railroad company or to
Buckingham A Co., will warrant them to give en
certainty, is still perfectly harmless in any qiinntip
JAMES KENNEDY.
r siack water improvement, tho said lessee tire satisfaction. If not,the maohine may be returned needless to comment upon my work, as it recom
any trustee, agent or other person for or in behalf
Such a remedy is invaluable in districts v here the°r lesseca °f
public works do not supply him
afflicting disorders prevail. This “ Cure ” expels th
of auy railroad company; and all assignments so
in good order, within twensy days and the money mends itself. I make Photographs from small min
II
avkrford, Pa., Feb. 6,18C1.
MRS.
WIXSLOW,
iatures
to
LIFE-SIZE,
PLAIN
or
°r them with the surplus water, as provided ;n
made shall be null and void; and provided further,
will he handed haok without asking any guestions
Mr. Spalding—Sir: I wish you to send me one miasmatic poison of Fever and Ague from the syi
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, pre
that said public works shall.not be let for an annu
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
th«ir water leases, according to the true intent
BE/VUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL,
more box of your Cephalic Pill, I have received a tern, and prevents tiie development of the disease,
sents to the attention of mothers, her
taken on the first approach of its premonitory synq
Mt. Vernon, June 12, 1860.
al rent of less than twenty thousand dollars.
and moaniug of the same, the said lessee or lessee3
great deal of benefit from them.
Water
Colors,
or
toms. It is not only the best remedy ever yet disco'
Sec. 3. The person or persons who shall bo the
of the water power; m»y mike complaint in Writ
Yours respectfully,
os:
ss>
at
.r»L.
at
*
ered fur this class of complaints, hut also the clieaj
su essful bidders at such letting, shall, within
SASH, DOOR AND BLIND
FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,
ing to the board of public works, who shall ex
MARY ANN STOIKIIOUSE.
If you havo an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotype which greatly facilitates the process of teething, by
est. The large quantity we supply for a dollar briny
five ays thereafter, enter into an indenture of
amine into the truth of said complaint and if the
S
pruce
C
reek
,
H
untington
Co
,
P
a
.,)
it within the reach of every body ; nnd in bilious di
of a docoased friend, (no matter how poor), it can softening the gums, reducion all inflamation—will
lea -* with the State of Ohio, which shall be exe
asm® be, in thoir option, well founded, the
January 18,1861.
$
tricts, where Fever and Ague prevails, ev»ry boc
cuted by the governor in behalf of the State, and
he SUBSCRIBERS would inform their bo enlarged to aDy eizs and colored true to nature. allav all pain and spasmodic action, and is
membej of said board in whoso division the said
II.
C.
Spalding
—
Sir:
You
will
please
send
me
should have it aud use it freely both for eyre and pr
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of
winch shall oontain all the covenants, agreoin ent
friends
and
the
public
generally,
that
they
ha
vo
8VBE -SO BEGDLATE THE BOWEL8.
water
power
is
located,
shall
forthwith
notify
the
the public this important branch of Photography. Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your, two boxes of yur Cephalic Pills. Send them im teetion. A great superiority of this remedy over at
reservations and stipulations between the par tie q
reinovod their Machinery to the Furlong Foundry
lessee
or
lessees
of
the
said
public
work3
of
the
other ever discovered for the speedy and certain cui
required by this act, or necessary to carry out its
mediately.
West of High Street, whore, in connection with S I employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledg- selves, and
Insure o f tho injury complained of, and tho Baid
of Intermittent* is that it contains i o Quinine or mil
provisions, and within the same time said lessee or
Respectfully yours,
Davis, they keep on hand and manufacture to order, od boat COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
BELIEF AND HEALTIT TO YOVH IJTrANTB.
ei&l, cuuhvqu ,.tly it produces no quinism or otlii
lessee
or
lessees
of
said
public
works
shall,
with

J NO. B. S1MUWS.
Specimens of old pictures enlnrged can he seen at
lessees shall execute and deliver the bond mention
on short notice,
It not only relieves the child from pain, but invig
injurious
cflects whatever upon the constitution. Thoi
out
any
unnecessary
delay,
correct
the
same,
and
my Gallery.
ed in the preceding section: Provided, that if the
P. S. I have used one box of your Pills, aud cured by it
orates
the
stomach.and
bowels,
corrects
acidity,
and
Doors,
Sasli,
Blinds
and
Mouldings
arc left as healthy as if they had never h:
in default thereof for the injuries sustained by
successful bidder or bidders shall fail within five
fiud them excellent.
AMBROTYPES
gives
tone
and
energy
to
the
whole
system.
It
will
Of
all
the
various
patterns.
Surface
and
Irregular
the
disease.
them, the said lessee or lesssees of pow er, may
days, to enter into said indenture, and to deliver
Belle Vernon, Ohio. Jan. 15,1861.
Planing and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order. And all small work done on short notice. We ex almost iiistant.lv relieve
Fever and Ague is not alone the consequence of tl
then
have
and
maintain
an
action
direetly
against
said bond, then tho governor shall give notice of
Henry C. Spalding, Esq.,—Sir: Please find inclos miasmatic poison. A great variety of disorders aril
We would ask for the new firm a continuance of the tend a oordial invitation to all to call and examine GRIPING IN THE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC
3aid lessee or lessees of said public works, -their
another letting and appoint a day not less than
from its irritation, among which .-re .VetouiziG, Bhr,
and overcome convulsions, which if not speedily rem ed twenty-five ceuts, for winch send me another bo
patronage so liberally bestowed on the old one.
Specimens.
i wo weeks nor moro than throe weeks thereafter,
suroties or their assignees, for the amount of such
BYERS A PATTERSON.
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over edied, end in death. We believe it the BEST and of your Cephalic Pills. The) are truly the beat matitm, Gout, Headache, Blindness, Toothache, Ea
when he will receive bids iu accordance with the
dam»ge or injury sustained; and the said lesseo
ache, CateiS'rh, Asthma, Palpitation, Painful Affectit
Mt. Vernon, O., June 12, 1860.
A. STOVER, P. M.
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s Store. Entrance same as Dr. SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases Pills I have ever tried.
provisions of this act: Provided further, that the
Or lesssees of said public works shall have the
of the Ppleert, Hysterics, Pain in the Bowels, ( olt
of DYSENTERY and DIARRO3A IN CHILDREN,
Belle Vernon, Wyandot Co., O.
Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
annual rent shall not be less than twenty thousand
A CARD.
same right as the state new has, when the water
Barafysts and Phrangcmcnt of the Stomach, all
Beverly, Mass., Dec. 11, 1861.
N. B. The class of pictures termed 35 cent pic whether it arrises from teething, or from aDy other
dollars.
HE undersigned wishes to say that he is still at
leases are forfeited for non-payment of rent or
which, when originating in this cause, put on tl
cause. We would say to every mother who has a
II.C. Hpalding, Esq.,—I wish for some circulars intermittent type, or become periodical. This “ Cure
Sec. 4. It shall be tho duty of the attorney gen
the old Stand on High Street, West of the R. R. tures positively not taken at these rooms.
other canse> or expire, to re-enter and lease again
child suffering from any of the foregoing complaints or large show bills, to bring your Cephalic Pills
N. E LEWIS.
eral immediately after the pasiage of this aet to
Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is now nov!3-lv.
expels the poison from the blood, and consequent
with the consent of the board of public works, in
—DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE more particularly before my customers. If you lures them all alike. It is an invaluable protection
prepare tho form or bond and indenture of lease
in full operation. He is ready to greet all his old
writing, said Water privileges for such period ol
PREJUDICES OF OTHERS, stand between you have anything of the kind, please send to me.
heroin required; and it shall be a part of the eonimmigrants and persons travelling or temporarily i
riends and patrons with a pleasant smile, a warm
time not exceeding the unexpired part of said ten
and your suffering child, and the relief that will be
tratt botweou the lessee or lessoos and the State,
One of my customers, who is subject to severe siding in the malarious districis. If taken occasional
shake of the hand, social ehatand thon furnish them
SURE
—
yes
ABSOLUTELY
SURE
—
to
follow
the
that the lessee or lessees shall pay the ront afore years time.
or daily while exposed to the infection, that will
Sick
Headache,
(usually
lasting
two
dnys,)
was
Sec. l2 It shall be the duty of each member of with any thing in the line of business they are to
use of this medicine, if timely used. Full directions cured of an attack iu one hour by your Pills, which excreted from the system, and cannot accumulate
said at the time or place signified in his or their
the boa d of public works to pass over and in be supplied with at this place. The same business
for
using
will
accompany
each
bottle.
None
genu

lease, and shall faithfully perform all the legal con
sufficient quantity to ripen into disease. Henee it
is continued hero as you will see by advertisement.
I sent her.
Respectfully yours,
spect the division under his immediate charge, as
ine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS & PERKINS,
tracts of the State for the term aforesaid contain
even more valuable for protection than cure, and fi
Come on Farmers and all others and support home
W.
B.
WILKES.
ofton
as
once
every
ninety
days,
and
over
the
en

ed in tho water leasos on said publie works, or on
New York, is on the outside rapper.
will ever suffer from Intermittents if thev avail thei
M. C. FURLONG.
Reynoldsburg, Franklin Co., Ohio.)
tire public works once a year; and the engineer of industry.
selves of the protection this remedy affords.
leases of ground for collectors’ offices or lock-housos
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in inedioines
January 9, 1161.
(
suck division shall personally inspect every poland all arrangements or agreements entered into
in Knox County.
Prepared by Dr. J. C. / YES &/ CO., Lowell,
tion
of
such
division,
as
often
as
once
in
thirty
Henry
C
Spalding
—
No.
48
Cedar
st.,
N.
Y.
by the State of Ohio, by acts of the general assem
PRINCIPAL OFFICE. 13 Cedar Street, N. Y.
J. Blanchard, S.jW. Lippitt,
daj s, and report to the board from time to time,
Dear Sir: Inclosed find twenty five cents,
bly or otherwise, with any person or persons, state,
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
S.
DAVIS
&CO.,
corporation or company, or with the United States, the result of such examinations.
(25,) for which send box of‘‘Cephalic Pills.”— an i by Druggists and dealers everywhere.
March 26, 1861.
COACH AND CAkxUAGE FACTORY.
MANUFACTURERS
OF
Sec. 13. That if any member of the hoard of
OctSO-ly.
_________ ______
relating to sa d public works, during the term afore
Send to address of Rev. Wm. C. Filler, Reynolds
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
MOWERS AND REAPERS
said, and shall at all times, when the season will
publio works or engineer, shall directly or indi
HOWARD ASSOCIATION.
burg, Franklin Co., Ohio.
ILLIAM SANDERSON respect-,
permit, and the water is not necessarily drawn out
rectly hold or purchase any interost in the ease
CALLED THE
PIIILADELPIlIjU
Your Pills work like a charm—cure Headache
fully informs the public aDd his
of said public works, for repairs or new construc
of said public works made and executed under tho
Mount Vernon Iron Harvester,
A Benevolent Institution established by special En almost instanter.
Truly yours,
friends that he continues to manufac- ■
tion, or when said works are not obstructed by ice
provisions of this act, or shall combine or collude
HE most simple in construction and perfeot in ture Carriages, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wa
dowment for the Relief of the Sick and Distressed,
WM. C. FILLER.
or by reason of some unavoidable breach in some
"i;h any lessee or lessees of the same to prevent
its operation, the lightest in draft, and least lia gons, Sleighs and Chariots, in all their various styles
afflicted with Virulent and Epidemic Diseases, and
Ypsilanti, Mtch., Jan. 14,1861.
structure of said works, or other casualty, or on aothe faithful executions of the provisions herein
ble to get out of order of any in use. Now if far
especially for the Cuae of Diseases of the Sexual
Mr. Spalding, Sir:—Not long since I sent to
oount of scarcity of water pronduced by drought, conta;ned, he shall be deemed and held guilty of a mers of Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save of finish and proportion.
Organs.
you for a box of Cephalic Pills for the cure of the
All orders will be executed with stri rt regard to du
keep the same in good and proper condition and
misdemeanor, and shall, on conviction thereof,
~
EDICAL
ADVICE
given
gratis,
by
the
Acting
Nervous Headache and Costiveness, and received
MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
rability and beauty of finish. Repairswi/ also heatrepair, for prompt, speedy, and successful navigain any sum got less than one thousand dol
Surgeon, to all who apply by letter, with a the same, and they had so good an effect that I was
Como and try
tion.by all boats notdrxwing more than three feet fined
tended to on tho most reasonable terms, is I use in
lars nor more than three thousand dollars, and
description
of
thoir
condition,
(age,
occupation,
of wator, and shall, from time to time, make all necall my work the very best seasoned stuff, and employ
induced to send for more,
shall forfeit bis office.
habits of life,fie.,) and in caee of extreme poverty,
ess.-ny and proper repairs aud reconstructions as the
Please send bv return mail. Direct to
Sec. 14. If the public works shall be leased un Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and theabove none but experienced mechanics, I feel confident that Medicines furniehed free of charge.
board may require, and uuder the direction of the
A. R. WHEELER, Ypsilanti, Mich.
all
who
favor
me
with
their
patronage,
will
be
perfect

der this act, the offices of collectors, superinten representations will bo realized or no sale. Also,
VALUABLE
REPORTS
on
Spermatorrhoea,
and
hoard, or an engineer appointed by said board, so
ly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my work
dents, inspectors, lock tenders, weigh-masters
other
diseases
of
the
Sexual
Organs,
and
on
the
as to keep said public works in good and proper
Sugar Mills with B. D. Evans’
will be warranted.
From the Examiner, Norfolk, Va.
and all other officers under the appointment of
condition of repair, and deliver said public works
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
Purchasers arerequosted to give me a call be- NEW REMEDIES employed in the Dispensary, sent
Cephalic Pills accomplish the object for which
to the afflicted in sealed letter evelopes, free of charge.
to the State ot Ohio at the termination of said t e board of public works, shall be abolished Patented March 20th, 1860. These mills are heavy ore buying elsewhere.
Mar.20:t‘j
from and after the approval of satd bond; and no cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to be unex
Two or three Stamps for postage will be acceptable. they were made, vix: Cure of Headaahe iu all
lease iu like good condition: but no change of plan
ofiicer shall be retained thereafter under the celled by any in these parts; and as for the Evapora
or materials shall be required which shall make the
Address, DR. J. SKILLIN HOUGHTON, Aoting forms.
From the Examiner,Norfolk, Va.
works more expensive than the old plan or materials
boarj of public works, except throe engineers and tor, it is the best adapted to the business, of any
Surgeon, Howard Association, No. 2 South Ninth
They have been tested in more than a thousand
used; and all such repairs shall be made at the
a clerk of the board: Provided that so soon as said pattent yet in use, aDd is so constructed, that the
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
FURNITURE
m
time determined upon by said board, and after a
works shall be leased under tlio provisions of this furnaee part serves for a stove, for a kitchen or cook
cases, with entire success.
By order of the Directors.
reasonable notice of the same shall be given by the
aet;and the leases shall have given notice to the ing vegetables for stock, and all its advantages over
From the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
EZRA D. HEARTWELL, President.
board to said lessee or lessees; and tho lesseo or
board of public works of their readiness to take others for convenience, has to be seen and used to
If you are, or have been troubled with the head
Gbo. Faihchild, Seoretary.
PEOPLE’S
BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, 0.
lessees of said public works shall permit all per
possession of said works, the board shall cause no be properly appreciated. Those wishing to pur
Philadelphia, Dec. ll:y.
ache,eend for a box, (Cephalic Pills,) so that you
sons to navigate said canals or travel upon said
tice thereof to be given to all superintendents, toll chase will be but wiso to examine this before buy
may have them in case of an attack.
HE undersigned respectfully announces to the
road, making no distinction in tolls charged or
collectors, officers and agents of the state, empjoy. ing elsowhere.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
oitizens of Knox and the surrounding counties,
privileges granted in favor of any person or com
el on or about said works, who shall nevertheless
The Cephalic Pills are said to be a remarkably
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the va
HOW
LOST,
HOW
RESTORED.
pany. And the rates of toll charged on the ca
that
he
has
greatly
enlarged
his
business
and
is
continue to dischargo the duties of their said offi rious styles and descriptions made andrepaired that
effective remedy for the headache, and one of the
nals shall in no case exceed those adopted by
now prepared to offer superior inducements to those
Just published in a Sealed Envelope,
AVE on hand a very large assortment of
ces and employments, (at the expense of the lessees
was formerly made here. Also, Plows and Plow who wish to purchase
said board in their toll-sheet of 1858, nor on
N THE NATURE, TRATMENT AND RADI very best for that very frequent complaint whicli
most modern improved Cook and Parlor Stoi
Of
said works) until removed or re-appointed, and
Shares, Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plow,
has ever been discovered
said road the rate adopted by said board in 1859.
CAL
CURE
OF
SPERMATORRHOEA,
or
Sem

Cheap
and
Elegant
Furniture.
for both wood and coal, which they will guarsr
the official bonds of such officers and agents’shall right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Iliser right and
From
the Western R. R. Gazette, Chicago, Ill.
Sec. 5. If said lessee or lessees shall not fulfill
inal
Weakness,
Sexual
Debility,
Nervousness
and
in

He
will
at
all
times
keep
on
hand
a
large
stock
of
to
give
entire satisfaction in thoir operation. 51
enure to the use cf said lessees, as to all moneys loft; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon
We heartily endorse Mr. Spalding, and hie unri asortmont of Mouse Furnishing Goods is also 1st]
all tho covenants contained in said lease by him or
WARDROBES, voluntary emissions, inducing impotency, and Men
received, or acts done by them on accOunt of said Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Combination BUREAUS,
them to be performed, the said lease may be for
valled
Cephalic
Pills.
tal
Physical
Incapacity.
BEDSTEADS, SOFAS, LOUNGES,
embracing
works, subsequent to the time when gdd lessees Plow with the Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels,
feited at the option of the board of public works;
From the Kanawha Valley Star, Kanawha, Va.
By ROB. J. CULVERWELL, M. D.,
shall take possession as aforesaid. Provided, that Ao., Ac. Also Scrapers with cast points, an oxeel- BOOKCASES, HAT-RACKS,
in case said board shall declare said lease forfeited
We are suie that persons suffering with the CARPET SWEEPERS,
The important fact that tho awful consequences of
CENTRE,
PIER
and
whenever said lease shall terminate by forfeiture lent article. Also, Castings, Machinery, Ao.to order.
as aforesaid, they shall cause an entry to that effect
self-abuse may be effectually removed without in headache, who try them, will stick to them.
DINING TABLES;
or otherwise tho said board are authosized to ap
to bo made upon the journal of thoir proceedings,
S. DAVIS A CO.
MAHOGANY, CANE SEAT and ternal Medicine and without dangerous applications From the Southern Path Finder,New Orleans, La.
SILVER, BRITANIA,
point
such superintendents, toll collectors, officers
and shall immediately notify, in writing, the lessee
Apr24.
M. C. Fphlong, Gen. Ag’t.
of caustics, instruments, medicated bougies, and
COMMON
CHAIRS,
MATTRASSES,
Ac.
Try them! you that are afflicted, aud we are
and agents of the state as are now authorized to JAMES H. M’FARLAND.
or lessees of their action, and shall also in said no
WILLIAM WELLS
other empirical devices, is here clearly demonstrated, sure that your testimony can be added to the al
Ynd
in
fact,
eveiy
article
to
be
found
in
a
first-class
be appointedy theact passed March 2prlg60 on
TIN, JAPAN,
tice separately and distinctly specify the grounds
Furniture Ware-room. I will also make to order and the entirely new and highly sucressful treat ready numerous list that has received benefits that
McFARUAND & WELLS
titled ‘‘an act defining the powers ad eribing
upon which such forfeiture is declared, and in all
any article that may be oalled for. I employ the ment, as adopted by the oelebrated author fully ex no other medicine can produce.
HAVE JUST OPENED
such oa-ios the action of said board shall be final,
the duties of the loard of public works.”
WOODEN AND WILLOW WARE,
very best workmen to he had, and every article sold plained,by means of which every one is enabled to
NEW
From the St. Louis Democrat.
unies. within ten days after the serviae of said noSkc. ]5 Actions maj be brought against said
will bo warranted. I solicit a continuat'
the care himself perfectly, and at the leastDossible cost,
The immense demand for the article (Cephalic Withalmostevery useful article from the kitehe:
tioe, the said lesseo or lessees shall file in the office
lessee Or lessees, or their assignees, and their sure
thereby avoiding all the advertised nostrums of the Pills) is rapidly increasing.
liberal patronage heretofore extend tome.
of said board, his or their written protest denying
ties in any county in whichthoy, or any one of them
the parlor. Also, alargcstock of the celebrated
day. This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
or otherwise taking issue upon the charges so made
On Main Street, over Hank’s Saddle and Harness
From the Gazette, Davenport, Iowa,
reside, or may be SUmmoned, °r in any county
Sent under seal to any address, post paid, on the
by the Saul board in whole or iu part, and the
Shop,
Second
Floor,
Opposite
Russell,
Mr.
Spalding
would
not
connect
his
nams
with
to or through whioh any pari °f the public works
roceipt of two postage stamps, by addressing Dr. J.
IADERTAKISG.
name of a referee, whereupon the said board shall
Sturges & Co’s Bank,
an article he did not know to possess real merit.
that may be leased, as herein provided, may be i0_
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking C. KLINE, M. D., 127 Bowery, New York, Post
appoin- second referee and shall notify tho gov'HERE may bo found a good assortment of
cated, and jn any 8uch action a summons may he
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
Office
Box
4586.
Maroh
19,
1861-ly.
Business,
and
having
an
elegant
Ilearse
is
prepar

• nor ol said protest, who shall thereupon appoint
Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet Ware, of
issued t0 any county against one or moro of the
The testimony in their favor is strong, from the Which will pay for itself in the saving of fuel,<
ed to attend funerals in either town or country.
* third roieree, who shall be an experienced law
their
own
manufacture,
at
prices
to
suit
the
times.
any other stove, in every 18 months use.
defenjautg at the plaintiff’s request.
MARRIAGE GUIDE.
most respectable quarters.
ver lho referees shall bo citizens ef Ohio, and
Coffins made to order, in the best style, and on the
Remember the House Furnishing Establishm
Skc. 16. Actions may be brought by and against All work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning shortest notice. I can be found st my Furniture
Sha.l a* soon as practicable, after their appoint
EING
a
privale
instructor
for
mar

done on short notice and in good style. Country
We are still doing all kinds of Jobbing in Cop
said lessees or their assignees by the name of ‘‘the
ment, agree upon a time for meeting, not exceeding
O
’
A
single
bottle
of
SPALDINGS
PREPARED
Ware-rooms,
in
Banning
’
s
Building,
opposite
Wood

ried
persons,
or
those
about
to
be
Cabinet Makers will do v, ell to give us a call.—
Tin and Sheet Iron, at short notioe and low r»
lesseea of the public works,” in any county into or
ten days af er the appointment of said last appointed
married, both male and fomale, in every
GLUE will save ten times its cost annually.JTi
Wagon Hubbs, Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops, ward Block, Mt. Vernon, O.
All the above articles will be sold at reduced pri
through which the same may bo located, and ser
referee, unless tho board and said lesseo or lessees
Marchl3tf.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
thing concerning the physiology and relations of
and,
in
short,
anything
in
wood
can
be
turned
at
for cash, at JAMES HUNTSBERRY & SON’
vice in such cases may be made on any collector of
otherwise agree, and shall also fix some convenient
our sexual system, and the production or preventaSPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE ’
mar22:tf
place witnir. the State, where said parties shall be
soils of said lessees, and in making such service our shop.
MOUNT VERNON
tion
of
offspring
including
all
tho
new
discoveries
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce, and Cash taken
heard, and when assembled at tho timeand place so
sheriffa and constables are hereby authorized to
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
never before given in the English language, byWM.
in
exchange
for
our
work.
All
orders
promptly
atfixed a4 aforesaid, shall bo swora or affirmed, well
stake aervice without as well as within their reHE SUBSCRIBER would call the attention of YOUNG, M. D. This is really a valuable and inte
and faithfully to hear and examine the matters in
pectiye counties, hut executions issued on judg tendud to. A share of Public Patronago solicited.
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE
Feb. 12, ’61:y.
MoFARLAND A WELLS.
the public to the fact, that the Old Luoerne Fac resting work. It is written in plain language for
controversy and to make a true and just repor'
ments rendered in such actions against said lessees
Banning Building, opp. Woodward Bio
the general reader, and is illustrated with numerous
tory is removod to Mt. Vernon, at
iheroin shall proceed to hear, examine, and deter
MOUNT VERNON, O.
hall operate only on their joint property as los
Engravings. All young married people, or those
SAVE THE PRICES !
mine the same. Tho trial before the referees, shall
sesNORTON
’
S
OLD
FACTORY,
Sign of the Red Bedstead,
contemplating marriage, and having the least impe ECONOMY !
NEW
FURNITURE.
DISPATCH
!
be con i noted in the same manner as a trial’ by a
Sec. 16. This act shall take effect on it3 passage:
Golden Chair.
And is being fitted up with good Machinery for do diment to married life, should read this book. It
oourt. They shall have the same power to summon
O ‘‘A Stitch in Time Saves Nine,”
Provided that nothing in this act shall preclude
OW receiving at the old stand, sign of tho Big ing a Custom business, and that I am now ready to discloses secrets that every one should he acquaint
and enforce the attendance of witnesses, to admin
As
accidents
will
happen,
even
in
well
regula

th state from granting permission to the city of
DANIEL McDOWELL,
Chair, over Sperry <fc Co.’s Store, the largest reooive Wool to m&nufaoture into Cloth, Cassimere, ed with ; still it is a book that must be locked up, ted families, it is very desirable to have some cheap
ister all accessary oaths, and to grant adjournments
Cincinnati, to enter upon, and to mprove as a
Blankets and FlanDel on Shares or by the and not lie about the house. It will he sent to any
AKES pleasure in announe
us a ..our., would have upon such trial; and it shall
and host stock of Furniture ever offered for saleSattinett,
in
and convenient way for repairing Furniture, Toys,
publio highway, and fOr sewerage purfo es, all or
Yard.
to the oitizens of Mt. Veri
t n ii- toty co sign any true exceptions taken to
this place, consisting in part of Sofas, Tete-a-Tetes,
one on the receipt of twenty-five cents, in specie or Crockery, &c.
any of that part of the Miami and Erie uaaal whioh
and vicinity, that having beer
Also,
Carding
and
Spinning;
Carding
Rolls
and
I :• or decision by them made in the oase
Lounges, Chairs, Marble Top and Mahogany Tables,
postage-stamps. Address DR. WM. YOUNG, No.
extends from the east side of Broad way, J,n ai
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE
the business for 89 years, in
Cloth-Dressing done on Short Notice. All work
urn the same with their report. They
city, to the Ohio river, tho state heroby reserving Stands, Cane and Wood Seat Chairs, Cribs, Bed warranted done in the best manner and as cheap as 416 SPRUCE St. above 4th, Philadelphia, Pa.
•hall .
meets all such emergencies, aud no household can
place, he continues to mannfacl
. report in writing stating the facts
steads, and in fact almost everything in Cabinetline
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE—No afford to be without it. It is always ready, aud
the right to make such grant.
fotiud ‘ tire conclusions of law separately, and
OHAIRSand
BEDSTEADS of ei
the
cheapest.
the market requires. I also keep on hand and make'
matter what may be your disease, before you place
tlleir tl
idescription, at his stand in
P. HITCHCOCK,
■ u thereon, and shall file the samo with
Wool will be received at the Old Faotory at Lu yourself under the care of any of the notorious up to the sticking point.
to order Curled Hsir, Cotton and Husk Mattrassos,
the Me
ning’s Building where he ho;
Spoaker of tho House of Representatives. Feather Bolsters and Pillows. I have Bailey’s Car- oerne and work returned.
“USEFUL IN EVERY HOUSE.”
H. E. WILKINSON.
- ’’ ° wpepor court of Cincinnati, who
Quacks—native or foreign—who advertise in this
by making good work, and sell
June!9.
ROBERT C. KIRK,
N- B.—A Brush accompanies each Bottle. Price
do’kw *.">f ■'a wa30 Up°n the general term
tain Fixtures, the best in use, also, a few choioe
or any other paper, get a copy of either of Dr.
at
low prices, to receive a contir
Ohio &g 'i'nt
’
be entlUed “tho State oAddress,
President of the Senate.
Gilt Mouldings. Pioture Frames made to order.
Young Books, and read it carefully. It will be 25 ceuts.
SASH, BOOBS A5D BLINDS.
ion of theliboral patronage that has heretofore 1
Passed May 8,1861.
HENRY C. SPALDING,
of the public works ” and said court,’ LViuTrlt
I have also the right to sell Fisk <k Crane’s Patent
the means of saving you many a dollar, your health
extended to him. All his work is made of the '
No. 48 Cedar Street, New YorkBurial Cases, and will keep them on hand.
and possibly your life.
general torm thereafter, shall enter judgment on
best material, and will be warranted to give en
DEVOE & HUBBELL,
Tho public are invited to call and examine my
suehdocisi. n. unless within ten daygJaftlr
2?
DR. YOUNG can be consulted on any of the dis
satisfaction.
Tha patronago of the public is
CAUTION.
ATS
and
CAPS,
the
best
and
cheapest
in
town
nnounce to the citizens of knox eases described in his publications, at hie Offioe, No.
etook and prices.
[apr26]
W. C. WILLIS.
,ug of said report, exceptions thereto shall be filed
jyH:
Ascertain unprincipled persons are attemp ing peotfully solicited.
at
WARNER MILLER’S.
and the surrounding counties, that they are 146 Spruce Street, above Fourth.
with said clerk if exceptions ba filed, it shall he
[April
24.
nov20tf.
to palm off on the unsuspecting public,imitations
ARPETS! CARPETS! CARPETS! CAEPETS!
now prepared to manufacture to order all kinds of
:f;e <l“" 0
d oourt- at its first general term
the cheapest in the State, from 30 cents to one Sash, Doors and Blinds, Window and Door Frames,
of my Prepared Glue, I would CB“t,on
.p.?rB?“n
tuerc,
*r said case giving proferenco to
uona^wentj-five per y’d, jUBt received at
to examine before purchasing, and see that thofull
ROM the manufacturers, a Spring suppl)
and all workrequired in house finishing. Wo shall 1000
u ul other cases, and the Baid court
TAKE NOTICE.
novSvtf.
WARNER MILLER’S.
Wall Paper, Window Blinds, Window Sha
’hall i e
ime jurisdiction of said cases as it
use tho vory best material, and will warrant all our
FROM 25 CTS. TO $1.50 PER Y’D.
J~^RY GOODS at COST, from January 1, 1801.and Cnrtain Fixtures, at
ffy
’
SPALDING
’
3
PREPARED
GLUE
)<=
rj
work.
Justiee
’
s
Blanks
for
sale
at
the
Banner
Office.
h ■■ oi
i t. ons commenced therein. The referlso
oil
cloths
,
matting
and
hearth
Oall every body at WARNER MILLER’S.
©LDROYB’S BOOK A JEWELRY STOR!
Shop on High street, opposite the Court House,
b. allowed such compensation for their
Is on the outside wrapper; all others are ■windliug
Rugs, at’Manufaeturers Prices, at
jan 22
BLANKS of all kinds for sale at this Office.
MounA Vernon, Okie.
[marehJO.
Marehlltf.
May 18, 19«0.
WARMER MILLER’S.
counterfeits.
Feb.26.

I

I

CURE

NervousHeadaehe

BOYS,

CHILDREN,

INFANTS.

Sign, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,

W

AYER’S
Compound Extract of Sarsaparilla,

G

WASHING MACHINE !

DENTIST,

I

H

SPALDING’S

CEPHALIC PILLS,
HEADACHE,

Ague Cure,

TEMPLE OF ART!

SOOTHING SYRUP,

FACTORY!

T

T

FURLONG3"OUNDKY.

Stoves! Stove!

W

T

M’

FURLONG FOUNDRY,

JOSEPH MCCORMICK'S

JAMES HUNTSBERRY S SON

iWARE ROOMS, St

MANHOOD,

T

HOUSE-FURNISHING

ESTABLISHMENT

H

O

.Furniture Rooms, rp

STEWART STOVES

W'

WOOLEN FACTORY!

CHAIR AM BEDSTEAD MAXIFACTOI

T

N

H

C

T

A

YARDS CARPETING,

A

JUST RECEIVED

F

